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Clifton Board Opposes Third Traffic Exit
Quinn Road Plans Discussed at Length During City Meeting
Karl de Vries j  The MoritclarionM SU  presented its Q uinn Road project to the Clifton planning board on Tuesday. The four-hour special ses­sion gave forum to concerned neighbors like Ed Rasino (right) who brought their questions to the podium .
Over 60 Arrested at 
PIKE Frat Party
Shayna Jacobs 
News EditorThe prospect of converting Quinn Road — the one-lane gated entrance to the northern tip of cam­pus — into the third major traffic- flow artery has been the source of neighborly unrest for nearly five years, but the mounting tensions came to a head on Tuesday night at a Clifton planning board meet­ing, when the first witness gave testimony on behalf of M SU  to the city council, planning board and over 100 community members on defense.Quinn Road rests w ithin the 20-acre plot of the M SU  campus that is part of the city of Clifton on the northeast side.W ith the construction of an
exit lane extension off the exist­ing Quinn Road, Clifton residents in the developments adjacent to Q uinn and Valley Roads and Adam s Terrace are concerned that the traffic flow w ill choke the already impassable route to the intersection of Routes 3 and 46 and Valley Road during peak traffic hours.Greg Bressler, vice president of university facilities, w ith an 11- month tenure as the authority on construction and facilities m ain­tenance and development, was the first of four witnesses who w ill tes­tify  on various points of concern, including traffic flow and design.The only witness to take the floor in last night’s
public session, Bressler was ques­tioned for four hours, from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m .: first by Donna Erem, counsel for M SU  in the Quinn Road expansion interest; followed by Stephen Barcan, counsel for the city of Clifton; various members of the planning board and members of the public, roughly h a lf of whom stayed for almost the entire meet­ing.-  Bressler defended the issue in the interest of M SU , packaging the reasons for the project into three m ain issues: persistent traf­fic problems on campus, a “desper­ately heeded” emergency evacua­tion route in  the event of a terrorist attack on campus and a reduction of the number of vehicle miles.
Shayna Jacobs News EditorA fraternity party at a Lit tie ta il-  him«.- leased by three broth­ers o f the M SU  chapter o f P i Kappa Alpha ■ P IK E  k d to o\or60 arrest- upon the arrival of police at 12 3(1 a.tn on Wednesday following a iim-c complaint callA ll of the party's g u i-ts  wore tiiktn into custody and m<>st were -uiiimoried with underage ion- sumption of alcohol, Little Falls police said.According tu the landlord, the tenants o f 53 Ridge Road, about a mile lim n campus, moved m ju-n one week prior tu the night of the
Tin three tenants named oil tin- lease received charges fur pio- v ¡ding alcohol to mmer- according to police.ManjuanH in a quantity run eidiTcd significant enough to distribute was also in «mni-one's persona] strongbox, according to L t, Sammy Calafiore o f the Little Falls Police Depaitm ent Once the rendi-m i« identified "that person w ill be charged for possession of the d in g s’ hi -aid“ ¡Responding officers! fu n d  marijuana that would lead them to believe they were soiling it because of th* wav it was packaged,’  «•aid Calafiore, who added that para­phernalia like pipe* and dime bags w ire found ai the scene “1 don't know if  any huidcr drugs were found y e t '
Jackie Zygadlo 
Staff WriterA  community alert was sent to a ll M SU  students on Friday, Sept. 
21, alerting them of an anony­mous call the University Police Department received at .4:30 p.m. about an African-Am erican male, who, while seated in the Red Hawk Diner at noon, made the following threat: “I ’m going to k ill a ll white people on campus; I’m going to get my M63; I want to rape a ll black women.”In  the alert, the man was fur­ther described as “elderly, 5-feet- 
10-inches, husky build, mustache and scruffy beard.” The man was
Iwo guests present were undir 1* They w ill be charged ¡ii juve- iiik-i- and their p aren t or guaid- inn~ were informed lh .it evening.State and county police, us well as agencies from Totowa, West Paterson North Caldw ell. Cedar Grove and M M ', responded to the -cone, along with smile ofl-duty Little F alls officers. Guests of the party were, taken into custody and driven to the Little K alb Ret CenLir mi Palm son Avenue to he processedCalafiore -aid police were able lo identify P IK E  In their le ttii- found in varum- spots throughput the liou-e despite eftort- bv some niemlier* u. hide their fraternity b ttir - on clothing from visibil­ity, police found loitered clothing ■stuffed into the oven Ik  .-aid the chapter was also identified by a dart bouriJ and paddle.- adorned with P fK E 's Idler»The fraternity may also face sanctions by ihi university in viola­tion of tl.e code of conduct, accord­ing lo Vice President lor Student Development and Campus Life Ur K iueii Pennington A determina­tion will In made o fitr the repmt- are ivlen.-eda l ¡lass 1V . n-ga n i /auoi i of t be Student Gov-m m em  Association
( ontinued an Page 6
also noted wearing a dark t-shirt and a distinctive baseball cap with the FB I logo. The alert went on to say the police department did not believe the threat to be credible or the community to be in any dan­ger.According to L t. Kieran Barrett from the M ontclair State Police Departm ent, “The alert was sent out to advise our community of a threat relayed to the University Police Department. In  compliance with the Jeanne Clery A ct, the University Police Department is
Continued on Page 3
Continued on Page 6
Community Alert sent to Campus
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B E R K E L E Y  H E IG H T S  - Cosm etics giant L’O real’s plans for new corporate offices in Berkeley Heights w ill have m inim al impact on M anhattan- based employees but w ill mean new commutes for hundreds of New Jersey workers, company officials said today.The consolidation of five existing offices is expected to affect about 300 employees from offices in Middlesex and Union counties, but the trans­fers w ill not result in any job
cuts, company executives said. Groundbreaking ceremonies for L’Oreal’s new offices are sched­uled for Thursday morning in the Connell corporate office complex, just south of Route 78.The new complex is going to draw its sta ff from exist­ing offices in  Clark, Cranbury, Cranford, South Brunswick and W estfield. Fewer than 100 of the nearly 1,300 L’Oreal employees working in  New York City w ill be affected by the moves, said David Greenberg,,  senior vice
president for human resources.The four-story, 187,000- square-foot office building w ill give L’Oreal “an opportunity to create a state-of-the-art office environment that we want for the future,” Greenberg said. L’O real, which is leasing the building from Connell, expects to be able to move into the new facility in  2009.E LIZA B E T H  - Twenty-one peo­ple in eight ^states, including New Jersey, may have fallen
ill after eating hamburgers possibly contaminated with E . coli bacteria, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention said today.The burgers were distributed by Elizabeth-based Topps Meat Company.C D C  spokeswoman Lola Russell said three cases — two in  New York and one in  Florida — are confirmed as being linked to the ground beef, with the other 18 cases possibly linked and under investigation.
National News COMPILED BY DIANA SALAMEHST. G E O R G E , U T A H  - A  young man whose arranged marriage to a young cousin led to the conviction of polygam ist, sect leader Warren Jeffs was charged Wednesday with her rape.Allen Steed dabbed his eyes as he testified about his ill-fated marriage at Warren Je fis ’s trial.Prosecutors filed the rape charge against Allen Steed, 26, a day after a ju ry  found Je ffs guilty of two rape-accomplice counts in connection with Steed’s ill-fated 2001 marriage to E lissa W all.
Jurors found that Je ffs  used his authority as leader of the Fundam entalist Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, or F L D S , to push the girl into a m arriage shndid not want.Steed was 19, and his bride, who also was his first cousin, was 14 when Je ffs  “sealed” them in  spiritual m arriage at a motel in  Caliente, Nev., where m any FLD S. weddings were performed.Three other couples also
were married that day in sepa­rate ceremonies, according to testimony.H O LLYW O O D , F L A . Hollywood, F la . police on Wednesday were trying to sort out a bizarre bank robbery in which a bomblike device was strapped to a bank employee.A  law enforcement source told C N N  the device was a fake, and a second source said it was two cylinders and wires taped together.
The bank empoyee told police three'arm ed men came to his house early Tuesday in nearby D ania Beach, strapped what they said was a bomb to him  and forced him  to rob a Wachovia bank branch in  Hollywood where he works, a police spokesman said,The employee said the three men questioned him  about bank procedures for hours before tap­ing the device to him , Hollywood police spokesman Tony Rode said.
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N EPA L - Nepal’s mountaineer­ing authorities are calling for a ban on nudity and attempts to set obscene records on the world’s highest mountain, offi-' rials said Wednesday.Last year, a Nepali climber claimed the world’s highest dis­play of nudity when he disrobed for several minutes while stand­ing on the 29,035-foot summit with the temperature about 14 degrees Fahrenheit.“There should be strict regulations to discourage such attempts by climbers,” said Ang Tshering, president of Nepal
M ountaineering Association.Otherrecord-settingattempts that sparked controversy includ­ed a Dutch man who attempted to scale the peak wearing only shorts.The people who live on the foot h ill of Everest worship the mountain as a god, and moun­taineering authorities have asked the government to ban disrespectful stunts on Everest, Tshering said.SH A N G H A I - China could face a catastrophe if  it fails to quick­ly stop environm ental prob-
lems like flooding and erosion caused by the gigantic Three Gorges Dam , state media said Wednesday..The dam, China’s showcase engineering triumph and the world’s biggest hydropower proj­ect, has been relentlessly pro­moted as a cure-all for devas­tating flooding on the Yangtze River, and a source of clean power for a nation attempting to wean itself off its heavy reliance on coal.But a report on the Web site of the Communist, Party mouth­piece People’s D a ily  said officials
at a recent meeting also raised concerns over erosion and land­slides on hills around the dam, along with problems caused by unplanned development.“There are many new and old hidden ecological and environ­mental dangers concerning the Three Gorges Dam ,” the report quoted senior officials as saying. “I f  preventive measures are not taken, the project could lead to a catastrophe.”China’s premier has made environmental issues connected with the dam a top priority, according to Wang Xiaofeng.
The Police 
Report:
On Sep*. 18, an MSU employee reported the theft of a sandwich and a piece of cheese from the Student Center.On Sept. 18, a student reported the theft of the license plate on his vehicle while parked in Lot 17. The license plate has
since been recovered.On Sept. 18, Adam Goskowski, 20, was arrested and charged with possession of CDS marijuana under 50 grams and pos­session of drug paraphernalia while in lot 22.On Sept. 20, a student reported the theft of her unsecured sunglasses from a bath­room in Stone Hall.On Sept. 20, a student reported the theft of her unsecured cellular phone while in Bohn Hall.
On Sept. 21, an MSU employee reported the theft of his unsecured laptop com­puter from Science Hall.On Sept. 21, a student reported the theft o f his tuba mouthpiece from the Music Building.On Sept. 23, a student reported the theft of her two textbooks while in Blanton- Hall.On Sept 24, a student reported the theft 
of his parking hangtag from his unse­cured vehicle parked in Lot 5.
On Sept, 24, an MSU employee reported a cut window screen in Life Hall.On Sept, 24, a student reported the theft of his parking hangtag from his unse­cured vehicle parked in Lot 5.On Sept. 24, a student reported being harassed by a known individual. Student does not wish to pursue criminal charges at this time.Anyone who has information regarding these incidents is urged to call die police station from any campus phone at T-l-P-s (8477). Ail calls are strictly confidential.
iüMelchezidek Bible Study Club was de-chartered.
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Ü CorrectioThe musicals put on by the Theatre and Dance College are also sponsored by the John J. Cali School o f Music.
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Duygu Atacan | me MontclarionPresident Ron Chicken spoke at the Greek Council meeting about SGA /Greek relations.Bernadette Marciniak 
Arts and Entertainment Editor
SG A  President Ron Chicken spoke at the Greek Council meeting Tuesday to try to mend the tension the two organizations face w ith each other.“A  gap has developed between the Greeks and S G A ,” Chicken opened. “As president of the S G A , this bothers me.”Chicken proceeded to try to clear up any rumors that were potentially circulating about how the SG A  felt in  regards to the Greeks.“The SG A  is not anti-Greek,” Chicken said.
Chicken first addressed the issue of alleged money stolen from the Greek Council pro­gram m ing fund.The board was not functioning properly, Chicken said, and therefore, the SG A  put forth a bill to re-allocate the way the money was being spent. Greek Council was receiv­ing $10,000 for programming.Chicken said he would not oppose the idea of another programming board to be created and that he would be w illin g to per­sonally help set up a new system.“Jo in  me in  working together to solve these issues . . .  please do not add stress to
Continued on Page 4
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SGA President Meets the Greeks
Chicken Says the SGA is Not Anti-Greek
W ednesday, O cto b e r 10 • 5-7:30 p.m.
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w w w .TheMo n t c l a r io n .o r g IM S U  H azin g  Prevention W orkshop H osted hy G reek  A ffa ir s  C om m ittee
Justina Villanueva | The Montclarion
Danielle Fucetola 
Staff Writer
Q n Sept. 24 at 7 p.m . in  the Student Center Ballroom s, M ontclair State U niversity’s Greek A ffairs Committee held a H azing Prevention Workshop. Presented by Shawn Dowiak, this workshop explained the follow­ing topics: what hazing is and the history of hazing, as well as the psychology of haz­ing. This presentation kicked off National H azing Prevention Week here at M SU .H azing is described by M SU  students as an action inflicted to distinguish authority and respect. N . J .  State Law explains hazing as an activity which can place an individual in  harm’s way in  relation to an initiation into a fraternal or other student organization.“Each person already draws their own conclusions as to the effects of hazing. Therefore, my goal is to simply try to show the aspects of hazing that they may not be aware of,” said Dowiak in  a question-and- answer session before the workshop began.Although the workshop did not receive a great response in  attendance, a few fraterni­ties, including Tau Kappa Epsilon,-Theta X i and Phi Sigm a P i, as well as a few sororities and the occasional athletic team  members, were present. Dowiak, a brother of Tau Delta Phi at Ramapo College and past presi­dent of Tau Delta Phi International, shared both history about hazing and his first-hand experience.Dowiak explained that hazing was suf­fering and showed a video clip of images to set the serious mood of the workshop as well as the seriousness of hazing. It was stated that about two or three deaths have occurred on average per year since 1825, when the first fraternity was established.The PowerPoint also explained that col­leges began hazing to keep their students in  line by way of a caste system. Beginning with seniors controlling the student body and working their way down to sophomores torturing freshm an, early colleges and uni­versities looked to their students to keep social order on campus.“It is a traditional form of college life that has existed before fraternities and sorori­ties existed,” Dowiak explained, in  response to being questioned about why hazing is /an issue in  Greek Life. “Fraternities and sororities are the inheritors of the problem.”A  progression of how hazing has devel­oped throughout the decades from the early 1900s to the present was explained-through­
out the seminar.In  the 1950s and 1960s after being used as a social order mechanism, universities became suddenly uninvolved in  student affairs and let organizations be strictly run by students. Sororities and fraternities had been a part of student involvement, but the terms would become more violent. The haz­ing influence became stronger from m ilitary torture tactics brought from those who had served in  W W II and began to take up the space of Greek and other student organiza­tions. Dowiak explained that in  the 1980s and 1990s, universities began to “take back what had gotten out of control.”During the presentation, Dowiak also provided examples to get the crowd involved. Drawing from personal experience as an example of how brutal hazing is and was., he explained how he and another brother were told to look after a freshm an dining pledging after a game where the brothers would question the freshm an. I f  the pledge got the question wrong, the brothers would make him  drink. He recalled watching the young m an get sick and remembers wonder­ing what the consequences would be.The breakdown of hazing and its costs were then calculated. It was said that for a crim inal trial, it would cost around $25,000 - $50,000 for a good defense lawyer plus other expenses. The time spent in  ja il just for aggravated hazing is about one to three years and $3,000 - $ 5,000 in  court fees.A t the end of the seminar, Dowiak asked what the audience thought the reasons for hazing were. Reponses included the build­ing of unity, the revenge method (“It hap­pened to me, so it w ill happen to them”), the victim  condoning it and the need to show authority and respect. The case of Matthew Carrington in 2006 from Chino State was mentioned briefly w ith the example of him  chugging a five-gallon water ju g , which eventually toxified his system and made him  unable to breathe on his own.Dowiak explained that the recent Rider University scenario w ith freshm an Gary DeVercelly was not on the PowerPoint because the information was not available at the time when he made it.The event ended leaving a few Greeks and athletes w ith questions. Despite the slim  turnout, Dowiak was able to explain the hazardous effects of hazing on a person­al level and leave M SU  students knowledge­able about the campus and the activities that take place around them.
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O n  Thursday Sep t. 20 th e  N A A C P ’s MSU c h a p te r  h e ld  a  protest in th e  Stud ent C e n te r  
q u a d  in resp o n se  to  th e  unjust im prisonm ent of M ych a l Beil.
Justina Villanueva | The M ontclarion
the governing body" he concluded. .Chicken^ speech.'was disciissed after hi departure by members of Greek Counci]*Ito nice that he came up here with ipeechi but it would have been better le ju st came here to ta lk ,” commented the i$ {ffe s a a ta tire .^  TJpwinn‘ IThe SGA) needs {Greek Council] in order to expand.” y . '. '■ : * /. ■,“Fm kind of disappointed in us,” sua M arion ^ o o k ’’  Crawford o f Om ega P si Ph *WeVe been smacked around, and w r c  let lin g  it happen. It's tin».' for H  to step up ant >e lo a d m /1Muck then proceeded to persuade the mcmhers o f Greek (Vnm ul to join the SG , in an effort to have more control o f the orga nization.Attorney General Angelo L ilia  said bought Chicken mad«* a conscious effort ini was dii-appointed that (.Tikkun had a lav out speech.“I  do- feel it was- very impersonal," L iilL ilia  added that be thought the S G A  an< Greek A»un ol should be striving tu war iogetber iu»ne amt that C h iek u A  effort
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Justina Villanueva | The M ontdarion The graphic design center in College Hall is equipped to handle full graphic productions.
Pa g e  5  — S e p t e m b e r  2 7 ,2 0 0 7
New Graphics Major at MSU
Kristie Cattafi 
Staff Writer
A fter a high demand for specialization in graphic design, this semester, the College of the A rts and the Department of A rt and Design accepted it as a major. M ontclair State University is now offering a BFA in graphic design. John Luttropp, the chair and director of the graphic design program, expl^inecti “The program was expanded Jo  the BFA after several years of evaluation of our current offerings in  graphic design and study of the graphic design profession itself.”There are currently 26 majors enrolled in  the new program, 23 of them freshmen. The program w ill be accepting a maximum of 40 freshmen each year. In  addition, some freshmen and sophomores in  the B A  Studio program are anticipated to switch their major to graphic design. Luttropp advises that students not wait to change majors at the last minute, as it is designed to be a four- year professional degree program and w ill be best to enter as a freshmen. The total of majors in  all four years w ill not exceed over 
200 students.W ith approximately 150 students special­izing in  graphic design, the research showed that several BA Studio students were com­pleting their area specialization in  graphic design to better prepare them for a job in the field. New job opportunities are also
beginning to open up in  the field of graphic design w ith the current advances in  com­puter technology. Luttropp added, “We also found that, in  the field of graphic design, new opportunities in  Web and multimedia design were requiring students to study in those areas to be best prepared for their careers.”The Graphic Design BFA includes spe­cialty courses in  computer graphics, Web design, advertising, package design, mul­tim edia, m agazine design, communica­tions and m arketing. Requirements for the degree include that a ll freshmen and transfer students must submit an original portfolio of a ft  and/or graphic design work. A  one-page typed statement of application is also needed for admissions.Once that is completed and submitted, the graphic design faculty w ill review port­folios and applications along w ith in-person interviews throughout the academic year. Once enrolled into the program, it is expect­ed of majors in  the BFA of Graphic Design to m aintain a GPA of 3.0.The BFA in  Graphic Design is recognized by both National Association of Schools of A rt & Design (NASAD) and A I6A  (the largest professional organization of graphic designers in  the U .S .) as the proper under­graduate degree for students w anting to follow professional careers in  design and for those w anting to continue receiving a gradu­ate degree in  design.
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w w w .Th eMo n t c l a r io n .o r gIRave W in s Safety Innovators Ä
Matt McCullough | The MontclarionJunior C at Kovach, a film  major, can use her Rave Wireless phone anywhere on campus.
Vinnie LoGiudice 
Staff Writer
M ontclair State University has won the 2007 Campus Technology Innovators Award from Cam pus Technology magazine for its Campus Connect Program . This is the sec­ond award the program has won. The first was the 2006 Jeanne Clery Campus Safety Award.Under the Campus Connect Program , all incoming students are required to receive a <;ell phone, powered by Rave Wireless and Sprint. Approximately 4,000 students cur­rently have the phone at M ontclair State University. Incom ing students in  future years w ill also be required to receive a Campus Connect phone.Students seem to be divided about the program. A llister Liberato, a freshm an com­muter, switched his phone number from his previous cell phone over to the Campus Connect phone and now uses it as his pri­m ary phone. He doesn’t  believe it is an inconvenience, even though he does not use any of the safety features the phone offers.O n the other hand, C aitlin  Thompson, a sophomore resident, does not use the phone at a ll, leaving n§Fi? at home. When asked why she doesn’t  use the phone for its safety features, she replied, “I don’t think the cam­pus is that dangerous.”Rosa Russo, a sophomore commuter, uses the phone sometimes along with her other
cell phone. Her biggest complaint is the confusing nature of the phone. “It’s really hard to use. I ’m not used to the features,” she explained.The program began in  2005, when incom­ing residence h all students were the only ones required to get the phone. Commuters were not ordered to receive it. The next year, a ll incoming students were required to join the program regardless of whether they lived on campus. The same rules apply for 2007 and beyond.Students must choose between five phones w ith purchase prices ranging from $0 to $199.99. Plans vary from $0 to $67 per month w ith 50 to 2,000 any­time minutes, respectively. Also, a M ontclair Telecommunications Fee of $210 each semes­ter is being applied during the 2007-2008 academic year to a ll students who have received a Campus Connect phone. This fee shows up on the tuition bill on W ESS regardless of whether the phone is used.The safety features on the phones include a Rave Guardian tool that allows you to alert campus police i f  you feel unsafe, a Rave State A lert tool that sends text mes­sages about various things including school closings and emergencies and a Shuttle Bus Tracker tool that tracks the exact location of the campus shuttle buses. The phone can also access school e-m ail, send group messages and allow professors to poll their students.
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Q u in n
Karl de Vries | The MontclarionG reg Bressler, vice president o f university facilities, testified in front o f the Clifton City Planning Board about the Q uin n Road project.The second two imperatives were the fodder for the heavy criticism  to come. A  soft chuckle sounded from the crowd at the idea of the project as a green-friendly undertak­ing. “That’s a stretch,” blurted one resident amid the response.Commissioner Philip Binaso affronted Bressler and Erem , and was asked several times by the chairm ah of the board to calm  down and reconstruct his questions.A  back-and-forth session arose when Binaso pressed for information that Erem contended was outside of Bressler’s exper­tise. “I f  you brought it up in  testimony, we have a right to ask,” said Bianso. The altercation advanced when Erem  said that the m atter in  question “did not require [the board’s] approval, whether you like it or not.”The crowd applauded during moments of passionate dissent from the panel of planning board commissioners. Binaso and Mayor Jam es Anzaldi, who sits on the board, continued to ask about the movement of funds that Bressler said would transpire within M SU ’s operating budget. Anzaldi, mayor of Clifton for nearly 18 years, was also outspoken.Anzaldi recalled the agreement in  1991 between C lifton  and the university to allow Quinn Road to serve as a north-end ingress.He said that w ithin the agreed-upon term s, Quinn would be used only as an entrance, barring a campus emergency, or a large special event, in  which case the univer­sity must seek the city’s approval. Also, he said, M SU  was “supposed to provide a guard at the gate during said hours of operation.”“When a college or any agency gives their word, they should keep it,” said Anzaldi, whose assertion drew a collective applause from the spectators.“Sometimes, when you’re talking about growth, it’s too much,” he said in reference to the expansion in numbers and physical size at M SU . “Maybe somebody is planning the wrong growth.”Bressler advised the board that there were plans in  the works for another dorm facility, a roadway redesign in  Lot 30 and a parking garage in Lot 24A.He laid out the three m ain develop­ment options, drawn from the engineering reports produced by several private firm s. Sim ilarly, Clifton has commissioned reports that examine the traffic volume effects and also potential problems due to steep grada­tion of the roadway.“Alternative one has the least amount of im pact,” said Bressler. “It uses the least amount of additional land, has a lower cost, w ill cause the least disturbance, quantity ofcut and fill and m inimizes the ease of con- 
% VW vV* "v  'A  5*%* V*v  *V 'A  ' *
“Maybe I’m m issing something, but it sounds like option one is Q uinn Road, option two is Quinn Road, and option three is Quinn Road,” said commissioner Ed Welsch, who served on the city council in  the earlier years of the Q uinn project commotion.Welsch suggested that M SU  consider alternatives like restricting parking to resi­dent students and lim iting enrollment.“So the rest of Clifton w ill be penalized so that you can [build what you need]?” said W elsch, who drew a round of applause. “Should it be that your success is at the det­riment of the neighborhood?”Bressler was questioned about whether the new parking garage would be reve­nue-producing. Last spring, M SU  officials, including President Susan A . Cole, who was not present at Tuesday’s hearing, affirm ed that a construction of another parking deck was contingent on a completed Q uinn Road conversion.“Ju st like dorms, the revenue must offset the expense,” said Bressler in response to the rise over reaction to the fact that M SU ’s new garage would produce income. He lik­ened the scenario to housing and dining on campus.Barcan, of W ilentz, Goldman and Spitzer in Woodbridge, is Clifton’s legal representa­tion in  this matter. Barcan posed questions based on the executive summary on the Quinn plan, included in  M SU ’s submission file.The board raised the question of why the project would no longer be funded with the federal money that Congressm an B ill Pascrell had acquired through lobbyist efforts.Bressler could only respond that the university would be funding the project and could not answer why it would no longer be covered by federal funds.Traffic and budget questions were often intercepted by Erem , of W olff & Sam son of West Orange. Erem frequently deferred traf­fic and transportation-related questions to the traffic engineers, inviting inquiries for when they give their testimony.A  multitude of budget, enrollment, class scheduling and housing inquiries were blocked by Erem . “M r. Chairm an, this is not a question that would be w ithin the expertise of this witness,” Erem said on one occasion. She made sim ilar assertions throughout the night, as Bressler was hit w ith an onslaught of related inquisitions.Several frustrated neighbors took the podium during open forum to press the issue.Gerald Zecker, a former mayor and coun­cilm an for Clifton, who resides a block away from the convergence of Quinn and Valley Roads, was the first of 10 residents to take 'thé podiuÀ duififig ôptehfdrtim: * * * '
P ik e
Continued From Page 1 Continued From Page 1“You have testified that the environment is going to get better as a result of this proj­ect,” said Zecker. “I say prove it.”Ed Pasino, another adam ant opponent, lives on Adam s Terrace, in  a development that overlooks Quinn Road. He has been passionately against the project for years. The two immediate neighbors of Quinn Road have helped to spearhead an unofficial ad hoc movement against the project, vocal­izing at public meetings and advocating to their local officials.Zecker and Pasino sat with neighbors in the first row, taking notes throughout the testimony.In  response to several statements made by Bressler in  his earlier testimony that M SU  planned to enroll 18,000 students in the next few years, Clifton resident Ellen De Losh asked, “I f  you don’t  get your 18,000 students, is there a need for a Quinn Road expansion?”Bressler responded that there is . a need for the project regardless of whether enroll­ment increases.A  special public planning board session to continue the Quinn Road hearing is set for O ct. 10 at 7 p.m . Traffic engineers Gordon M eth and John Pavlovich and professional planner Steve Lyden are due to testify at the coming meeting.
P IK E  is subject to facing SG A  sanctions; however, S G A  president Ron Chicken said it w ill be up to the Greek Council executive board and that the S G A  w ill monitor any disciplinary course.President of the M SU  chapter of P IK E , T .J. M ark, declined to speak on the issue, and Hayden Greene, adviâor to fraternities, sororities and social fellowships, declined to comment. Greek Council president Suzanne Lockhart said that they are aware of the situation and that they are awaiting official word.Little Falls is now taking a zero-tolerance approach. “I f  they want to party in  these residential neighborhoods, [partiers] better plan on being arrested,” said Calafiore.“From the minute thèy moved in  they were disruptive,” commented one Ridge Road neighbor the afternoon following the inci­dent. The neighbor asked to be unnamed.Calafiore said that 44 of the arrests were male and the rest fem ale. More numbers and precise information w ill be available to the public in  the next few days, as the police department staff is now processing and pre­paring the reports.Rush season for Greek organizations starts in  the first weeks of the semester; however, it is not confirmed that the party was a rush event.
A l e r tC ontinued From Page 1
liisfuid Wlan.jt-wi ; The Mornt i.i'-on The campus community was inform ed briefly after a hate slur was witnessed af the diner.
charged w ith giving tim ely notification to the community in areas o f safety concerns" The Jeanne Clery A ct, signed in  1990, was named for a 19-year-old Lehigh University freshm an who was raped and murdered m Her campus resilience h all in 1988.The Clery A ct states, “F,ach institution
ch apter... shall make tim ely reports to the campus community on crimen considered to be a threat to other students and employees .. that arc reported to campus security or local iaw police agencies Such reports shall 
be provided to students and employees in a manner that is timely and that w ill aid in
The alert was sent campus-wide, not as a  response tifa lie  V irginia Tech shootings,: H it  bemuse it was required bv the Clery S e t . Barrett stated, “We send out campus alerts on many tltreats and crimes that the community may face, so this is nothing new V irginia Tech ¡died more light on people reporting suspicious activity, and we w ill be no exer ption to required timely warnings *I t  is essential to keep our campus cam-: mumtv in the know," stated Barrett “An anafiymififciy* fllfonr Wl
¡¡jiknow n individual, it was determined that release of the information would alert the community of a possible threat It is essen­tia l to ensure we have an informed com­munity and also advise whether nr not theMost recent k , Barrett said, “The male described ih the e-mail alert last Friday has
crim inal charges are pending. We w ill be releasing more information us it becomes available The identification ol tins person is due in  large part to community reaction and infbm rtlion gained after the alert e-m ailThe Detective Bureau is following leads received as a result o f the alert; interviews are being conducted w ith those w ith infor­mation regarding the incident. “Those that recognize the person involved arc encour­aged to report tins to the University Police Department.” ¡.fined fiarreit Ti.ov may also call the Uiuveia&y M ic e  Department’s «¡ft- fidenfiul T IP S line at extension 8477. The identity of the man and hi« relationship to M SU  arc unknown Whether witnesses
T h e  M o n t c l a r io n
Freshmen Are Bored, Red Hawk Nile Entertains
Mattew McCullough | The Montclarion 
Popcorn, tarot cards, crayons, markers and "mocktails" were all items present and given out at Red Hawk Nite last 
Friday in the Student Center.
RedWlawk^ NitesChristine Adam o 
Assistant Copy Editor
wice a semester, the student organizations o f M ontclair State University take over the Student Center in  the form o f a car- nival-esque event called Red Hawk N ite .. Despite the annoyingly cheesy way they spell “night” wrong, these bi-semester half-sleepovers are often a wonderful tim e for everyone involved.
From 9 p.m . to 1 a.m . on Friday, Sept. 
21, student organizations had reign over the Student Center. W hether you stayed the fu ll four hours or only popped in  for a short time, you were sure to be barraged w ith a plethora of fun things to do.A SS IST , a charity organization, hosted an Inner Child Room, where grown men and women could go in  and color w ith crayons, play w ith Play-Doh, finger paint and have balloon anim als made in the shape of their choice. It was incredible to see people whom I know, who I’ve seen acting like serious adults, drop all their inhibitions and just play.A fter you were finished splattering ran­dom colors onto a page and sm earing them about w ith your fingers, you could w alk over right next door to the Pagan Student Union’s room, P SU  lured the unsuspecting
Mattew McCullough | The Montclarion
Douglas McIntyre, SGA Secretary and member of the Pagan Student Union, read attendees' cards 
as his contribution to the Red Hawk Nite.
Red Hawk into the room w ith pretty little bags, which you could fill w ith lovely, aro­matic herbs, such as lavender and mugwort. A fter you were finished m aking your sack of calm ing scents, you could make a prayer stick by wrapping a tw ig w ith various cob ors of embroidery thread. Each color stood for something you could wish for, and you were allowed to choose whichever colors you wanted. So you hud the option of praying for good grades, good friends, love, sex or all of the above. In  a neighboring room, P SU
member Douglas M cIntyre was also giving tarot readings.Though he was located on the third floor, it was hard to miss Dan Moseson’s music no m atter where you were. He was the D . J .  for the night, and he was even taking requests!ST A N D , an anti-genocide awareness group, was giving out literature about their organization and the things they stand (no pun intended) for on the second floor. They
Continued on Page 11
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It's happened Id almost everyone You've 
had one Ido rainy vodka martinis. You go 
up Id the «ni( et> and put in vour roque's!: 
Ti'ii minutes laVr, you’it* 'inging Marian 
Carts'1* 'All I Want ror( iviMmas is You " In 
August. And vou’ve never hoard it betore. 
Take advantage of MSU’s dry campus 
nol i v arid attend your \eiv lirst Karaoke 
Sigh* '■lone cold sober Relieve me, it vi ill 
keep the public humiliation factor at an all- 
time low The event, hosted by ISO, will 
begin at 7 p.m. in the SC Ratt
C* A- 'V  
Friday, Sept. 28
We Only Need Hall a Reason 
to Wear Our Saved by tne Bell BaysMe Tigers lee
We hem at //?(■ Monti Unon often tease 
the gang at 11C tor -.pending way too 
math time in their offite playing (iuihv 
Hero Bui, then again, we spend wav 
too much lime in our office leading other 
organizations Ci t s  a good urchin and 
List soar's Monte iairtest was a suucss, 
»() we're eagei to see what they do with 
their Welcome Bark Concert at 6 p.m. in 
the SC Ballrooms. The scheduled line-up 
includes Bay side. Whole Wheat Bread 
Inameie and Avenue
■ Continued on Page 10
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do you see youpsetp in student appaips?
‘Would you like to continue to work on a college campus after graduation?
‘Are you interested In the development of college students?
‘ Are you willing to help shape campus communities?
Wednesday, October 3: Careers in Student Affairs: You Mean I can get Paid for This? 
Kick-off reception, featuring MSU Alumni currently working in Student Affairs
2:30pm, SC  419
Tuesday, October 9: From Campus Involvement to Campus Career 
How what you are doing on campus now can translate to a career in student affairs
4:30pm, SC  419
Thursday, October 18: Finding Your Way on the Path to a Career in Student Affairs 
If you have ever thought about working at a college or university, this is the workshop for you!
7:30pm, SC  419
Friday, October 26: Careers in Student Affairs Mini-Conference 
Educational sessions, resume reviews, mock interviews and much more! 
8:30am-3:30pm, Student Center Ballrooms, $15 for MSU students & staff 
contact flemingj@mail.montclalr.edu for more details
For more information about student affairs or about any of the events 
v is itwww.montclair.edu/csi/studentaffairs.html
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New Department (hair Applies 
Inspiration to All Aspects of His Lile
Douglas McIntyre 
Chief Copy Editor
Very few people are excited by copy edit­ing. Even fewer can get others excited about it. However, Dr. Daniel Bronson accom­plishes that task and more as a professor at M ontclair State University.In  his editing classes, he used to tell a story about when he worked at U S  maga­zine. The editor’s son turned in  an article. Because it was the editor’s son, it had to be printed.Bronson said the article was a mess. There were gram m ar and stylistic errors throughout the piece. There was very little information to work with.H is challenge was to make the mess into a publishable article with fu ll information and correct style. Any copy editor could fix  style, but this was a true challenge. Bronson did interviews and background research to fill it out and wrote the article mostly from scratch.In  his class, he asked the students to do the same. He offered them the raw article and information from his interview and asked them to rewrite it.Most of Bronson’s assignments are meant to serve a purpose, not ju st as busy work. One of his current students, sophomore English major Natalie Rusciani, said that papers she writes for him  are “like a con­tinuation of a very good conversation.”Rusciani took his Honors Sem inar in Contemporary Civilization course in her first semester. She opted for his Pursuits of English course this fa ll specifically because she wanted him  as a professor again. “Taking his class twice made me realize being an English major was good for me,” she said. “I really did pick the right major.”Bronson conducts his classes to fully engage his students. He offers them anec­dotes and jokes that often relate to the sub­ject at hand. “They don’t  feel like lectures,” Rusciani said. “They ju st feel like am azing conversations.”Bronson said it was never his ambition to become a teacher until he got to college. He was in  a large lecture class. “It dawned on me,” he said. “I could do that.”He said you really learn teaching from watching others do it. He had one profes­sor in graduate school whom Bronson was amazed by. “He could really think on his feet before a class,” he said.Bronson has taught classes in  English and journalism . He said the subject dictates
Matthew McCullough | The Montclarion
Dr. Daniel Bronson is the new chair of the English department. Bronson intends to keep teaching 
while acting as chair.
the approach. H is teaching style is very he said, “trying to justify  people’s lives.” different, “depending on the subject and sophistication of the students,” he said.For his Pursuits course, he brings in  a lot of cultural background he picked up in his copious travels. He also lets them into a little bit of his psyche before almost every class by offering his opinions on whatever is in his thoughts at the time.He said teaching literature is about try­ing to understand the work better. In  a jour­nalism  class, he teaches the students how to make the work better.Bronson thinks literature is easier to teach. “It’s there,” he said. But he enjoys that journalism  is so malleable. He wouldn’t say he likes either more. “It’s like asking which of your children you like the most,” he said.He tries to respond to what the-class wants or needs from him  as a teacher. “It takes a while to establish that relationship,” he said.Some teachers simply lecture and do not care what the students need. “I ’ve had col­leagues who have done that over the years,” he said.Bronson is now acting as the English department’s chair. It is a position with much less time in  the classroom. He said he doesn’t have the luxury of thinking what he and his class w ill be doing; he focuses on the 100 employees w ithin the English depart­ment.He has professors coming up for tenure this year who have left boxes fu ll of paper­work. He needs to review published works and academic merits to assist them in  reach­ing tenure. “These are endlessly long files,”
Bronson wants to keep teaching while he is chairing the department. “It’s what I really like to do.”A s chair, he could ju st sit in  his office and see only people who have complaints, he said. Being able to teach a course is impor­tant. He said, “It keeps you connected.”This professor has applied his m asterful hand in  teaching, w riting, editing and now running an entire department. However, he would never be one to brag about his skills or even acknowledge them.The article Bronson rewrote was pub­lished in  the m agazine. He said that the w riter actually came in after it went to print and thanked him for the work he did. He asked Bronson to tell him what he did wrong and how to fix  it.Even outside of the university, Bronson is a teacher. He works hard to make each per­son who passes under his tutelage the best they can be, whether as a writer, copy editor, critical thinker or even just as a person.
UAASO Noodle Night
e -jur'esv o! I irid.i I m m i’Here, members <rf UAASO (the United Asian Ameritan Student Organization! arc eating different noodles and enjoying each other's company last Tuesday at the Rafit
M ichael (.am phell 
Assistant Copy Editor
When you get a hankering for Clune >e Ibod.y.m might cull up Hunan Wok or Gulden Palace for your weekly (or daily, an llu- ease may he> fix Siltin g  down and enjoying that wonderful mix of quc-tionabk m eal, .-ruice and M SG is a normal rollege expene-nre for muni: wh.it isn’t so normal -s hating the opportunity to enjoy authentic, homemade Asian rm sint, all for tree — mu«ic ro the i-dit  of poor college student- everywhereThankfully, the lolh- at U A A SO  gnu the students at M SU  a chance to do so oath «emcnicr with Noodle N ight, a buffet of ethnic A -ian noodle cliches. and, a crowd favorite, bubble lea . T in- w m ie-ter- veision occured tbi-i past Tuesday night at 7 m the S C  RathskeUar.Dtshr-n from rill around the western Pacific were featured, including pad thai and parinl. a hilipmo noodle dish with Clim cnc origin ron-i-ting of thin, trannlu- eent noodles mixed with thicken, pork and various vegetables Other dishes from Korea China and Jap an , as well as Thailand and the Philippines filled out the night’s menu
As with previous No-die N igh t-, the
fiariiui accounting major, -la u d  that the §p is he- are geared Lo feed roughly 3U(J people and that the event has had as much as lit) people at once m the past Since the first ||m u d  ol dishes was gone w ithin the first S o u r , he predated that the turnout w i* larger than at the event ho-ted last spring and said tli.it he was glad that the bubble (■a had lien n po-tponeci until later on in the Sven in gS  People sat around the tables, chewing ¡¡¡own and discussing -uch thing« a - the merits of differ» nt diet sodas and homework w k ile wa i1 mg fhi die big event t he unvcil-ing of the bubble- tea. Laura Nappo, a junior (¡¡¡uisic therapy major expressed disappoint­ment that the la mini« drink hadnt been available- while -he wa« there, but sin- said tlito her faiorite patt of Noodle X ig h i was ||.rv in g  oil the different types of noodle- frt'in each type of A -ian i-iiliun 'So next time you are «m uk by an uricori trolJiilile urge to gorge: mi lo mem and pork fried rice-, or lu.-r to lx* Asian for a night, keep in mind tliat there are fellow «tuek-nt- §p tiling to fu lfil: that rravm g in a good way.And maybe. iu.-L maybe you yvon’t find your.-elf sitting on your couch watching yet another re-run o f ])foperate Housewives during the next night of noodle v goodness
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is THERE ANYTHING THAT 1 CAN DO TG GET MY BOYFRIEND IN THE MOOD FOR SEX? 
BEGINNING TO GET FRUSTRATED.
L ack of A ction J ackson
Karl de Vries 
Editor-in-ChiefW hile I would hesitate to refer to this sit­uation as one of the more common relation­ship problems (at least in my experience), I can verify that it is of easy resolution. Fortunately, here in  liberal New Jersey, you’re free to pursue any avenues necessary to get your man cocked, locked and ready to rock. (Although I believe bestiality is still prohibited by state ordinance and looked down upon in many social circles.)There are three general reasons as to why your man’s mojo isn’t  being generated. There’s always the off-hand possibility that he’s gay (which takes the onus off of you), he’s not attracted to you (see possibility number one), or you’re not pushing the right buttons when it comes to sparking his pilot light. For the sake of argument and the sat­isfaction of self-indulgent newspaper editors, we’ll focus on the latter excuse.Is he open when the discussion of erotic fixation arises? Some men like the dirty ta lk , others opt for the erotic m assage. Some chaps enjoy soft music, while others prefer the good old All-Am erican practice of
ripping off each other’s clothes and explor­ing the .anatom ical horizons of their part­ner. (W atching highlights of victorious Mets games has never failed to get me sexually aroused.)Find out what he w ants. Last time I checked, most people want their sèx life to improve and be satisfy­ing, so assum ing that the two of you have established tru st, there shouldn’t  he any, um , covering up when it comes to speaking about désiré. Remember, not all gals enjoy strapping it on for the ben­efit of their fetish partner; it just so happens that certain people are of a giving nature.Finally, ladies, i f  yoù’re having trouble reaching the heights of sexual satisfac­tion, you can always send me an e-m ail at m ustangkarl@ gmail. com. Be sure to include your name, phone number and mea­surements, as Well as a time and place in  which we can meet. I ’m always happy to lend a hand when it comes in the form of providing a public service.
SH EDiana Salameli
Assistant News EditorF irst off, double-check arid make sure your boy­friend is not cheating on you, gay or w anting to be a priest... I f  he is, that is a
t o t a l l y  d i f  - f e  r e n t  q u e s t i o n .  But let’s ju st assum e he’s straigh t and faithful.The best way to go about this is to be subtle. You can take your hints from one
of the greatest musicals of a ll tim e, Gypsy. In  the m usical, a girl becomes a stripper but never takes her clothes off. When she reveals a shoulder or a knee, men go crazy. I’m not saying you should wear an evening gown and be really corny. But the little subtle nuances in the way you dress w ill go a long way when combined with flirting.Start off w ith a hand stroking his knee or his ear every once in  a while. Those are two areas of the male body that are highly sensitive and highly neglected. I f  he’s feeling it, then work it into a massage. M assaging his back could lead to m assaging something else.You can also throw around ideas of fun sex activities when you are around your beau. The idea of you being horny should totally turn him  on.Try not wearing underwear one day. Let him  know when you are out and in  no posi­tion to romp. He won’t  be able to wait until you get home to get your freak on.And most of a ll, don’t  forget to tell him  how you feel about him . You know, good old- fashioned love. Let him  know that you care so that you can fully experience a fulfilled sexual relationship. I f  a ll the ideas o f me and my m ustang-like friend to my left don’t work, crush a Viagra into his orange juice.
Ian e-mail to MSUfeatureOovnaH.coml i e  answered by our team of sex and relationship advisors] M U — ■with "III' Said She Said" In the subject line
m i
W eek ly
Saturday, sept. 29
Next Year, Players Should Co- 
Sponsor With Stacker-2
Theatre 24, sponsored by Players, has 
become an M SU  institution. The annual 
event spans one full day where par­
ticipants create and perform their own 
theatrical pieces. W e're all too familiar 
with overnight writing marathons. W e also 
know that trie words which spew out of 
the mouths of sleep-deprived individu­
als can be some of the most entertaining 
you've ever heard. So even if you don't 
participate in the creative process, we 
strongly suggest watching the final product 
the next day. Theatre 24 starts, at 6 a.m. 
on Saturday and runs until 10 p.m. on 
Sunday in SC  Annex 126.
Sunday, Sept. 30
Alter An. You Boni 
a ^ Shmashmo
Want to fiel 
mon”
All summer we've been telling people to 
not let "the door hit them in the vagina 
on the way out" so chances are we're 
going to see Knocked Up one more time 
when C SI screens it at 3 p.m. in Calcia 
135. Even if you thought the movie was 
overrated and a little long, seeing it again 
will give you motivation to go to the SG A
office and stock up on condoms for the 
rest of the school year.
Monday, Oct. 1
You Know You Have a lac Ebon 
Love Haiku Floating Around 
Somewhere
It may be a conflict of interest of sorts 
to include The Normal Review's Poetry 
Reading in our events agenda seeing as 
how the organization's Managing Editor 
is also our beloved Arts & Entertainment 
Editor (and several of our top editors' 
Village apartment suitemate). But if you 
were looking for journalistic integrity, 
would you really read The Montclarion? 
In our highly biased opinion, TNR events 
are always a good time. Also, poetry read­
ings are the only time where it's socially 
acceptable to show up in public wearing 
flannel or a beret. So it's a win-win situa­
tion. The event begins at 8 p.m. in Cafe 
Diem.
Tuesday, Oct. 2
w iompeuuon
Some of us are awful at video games. 
W e drive off the ramp in Mario Kart and
n  if, Si
get our asses kicked during Tekken. Then 
there are those of you who drive us off 
the ramp in Mario and kick our asses 
in Tekken. Novices should show up to 
U A A SO 's Video Game Night at 7 p.m. in 
the SC  Ratt to try and improve their game, 
and champions should come to show 
them w ho's boss.
Wednesday, Oct. 3
At Least Come to Oodie the Hot 
Ouys In Short-Shorn
Assistant Opinion Editor Robert "Buddy" 
Aitken recently lambasted the new school 
spirit dance in his sports column "D o  
You Want to Know Something?" W e're 
fans of any organized dance that isn't the 
"Macarena," so we will have no prob­
lem doing it at today's M en 's Soccer vs. 
M itchell College game, and you shouldn't 
either. School sporting events have been 
hurting for attendance, so-do your part to 
supi&rt the team (and M SU ) by showing 
up. i*
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commuters to use
N ite s
Continued From Page 7
Matthew McCullough I The Montclarion 
Examples from the "Inner Child Room" at RHN.
were incredibly friendly and inviting, and they even offered passersby free lemonade.Also on the second floor, Director of Student Involvement Ju lie  Flem ing was behind a table, giving out free items that can only be described as “neat.” I especially liked the Fortune F ish , which was a little red fish  made out of thin plastic that would writhe and squirm in  your hand. Its move­ments supposedly told how you were feeling, somewhat like a mood ring.M ontclair University Gamers had their own sm all microcosm of events. They offered a variety of different games that everyone, gam ing nerd or novice, could get into.Red Hawk N ite is not only a fun tim e, but it is also a great place to go if  you are looking for a club to join. W hile organization fairs are organized and form al, Red Hawk Nites are unbound and allow you to meet the great people in  a ll the organizations face to face. You can also learn a lot about what each organization does. So attend the next Red Hawk N ite in. November. Who knows? In  the midst of a ll the activities and free pop­corn, you may find your dream club and meet people who w ill end up being your best friends.
: S h e a  C e n t e r
PerforwiLM) Arts
:  973-720-2371 Ü Ü l  _________________. www.sheacenterpresents.com • boxoffice@wpunj.edu" I t 1« « w m '■ n r ft^ « r " ir M r  m *  w  ■ m m
I  V F  of
North Jersey
E G G  D O N O R S  N E E D E D ! ! !
THE IV F  O F  N O R T H  J E R S E Y  IS SEEKING EGG  
DONORS OF A L L ETHNIC BACKGROUNDS BETW EEN  
THE AG ES OF 21-32.
A frican -A m erican  donors are IN  D E M A N D !!
AS AN EGG DONOR, YOU CAN M AKE A DIFFERENCE 
AND MAKE ONE COUPLE RECIEVE A GIFT OF LIFE - A CHILD 
THAT THEY DREAMED OF HAVING.
RESIDENTS OF NEW JERSEY ONLY. EACH CANDIDATE 
NEEDS TO SEND A PICTURE WITH THEIR NAME ON IT, 
ADDRESS AND DAY-TIME PHONE NUMBER.
AFTER THE DONOR HAS COMPLETED AN EGG DONOR CYCLE, 
THEY W ILL BE COMPENSATED $8000.00.
For more information on our egg donor program call 
(973)470-0303 
and ask for one o f our Nurses.
1035 RT.46 E A S T  146 RT. 17 NO RTH
C L IF T O N , N J 07013 H A C K E N S A C K , N J 07601
TELEPHONE (973) 470-0303r - ' ** -F A X  (9?3)< 9 1 ^ 0 4 8 8 3 ***-*,-»*»***
T h e  M o n t c l a r io n
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Jessica Lozak
Assistant Arts & Entertainment Editor
John J. Call Scho 
Music P e r fe r a r iB  
RECITALS rThe School of Music hem at a wide repertoire for studeBhjM B H H W B B  various instruments to v jB B B H B B P w W i given its own recital to sh4w 8jM * l iB 8toLs’ training and talent. A l g H p M i n i i «  held in  the M cE ach ei^ P B H talH all unless otherwise annoumMjjr 
Piano Recital -  Wedesday, O c t. 1 7 1  p.m . 
Woodwinds -  Wednesday, O c t. 2 4 1  p.m .
Strings Recital -  Wednesday, O c t. 3 1 1  p.m . 
Chamber Recital -  Wednesday, Nov. 7 1  p.m .
Brass Recital -  Wednesday, Nov. 1 4 1  p.m .
Voice Recital -  Wednesday, Nov. 2 1 1  p.m . 
Percussion Recital -  Wednesday, Nov. 2 8 1  p.m .
NEWBANDNewband, a unique ensemble directed by Dean Drummond, performs pieces written by and for the instruments created by H arry jj Partch. The concert this September features a piece written by Partch entitled “And on the Seventh Day, Petals Fell in Petalum a.” This performance w ill be held in the Kasser Theater.
Saturday, S e p t 2 9 - 8  p.m.
BRASS CONCERTOne collaboration between student per­formers and faculty i§ the Brass Concert held this October. The performers w ill be using a variety of instruments in the genre and playing a range of pieces written espe­cially to honor them.
Wednesday, O c t  3 - 1  p.m.
KALEIDOSCOPEThe Kaleidoscope Concert is one of the biggest concerts for the music department with over 200 students, faculty and guests performing. The myriad of performances range from chamber, jazz and opera to solo and group vocalists. This massive show w ill be held in the Kasser Theater.
Friday, O c t  12 -  7:30 p.m.
Saturday, O c t  1 3 - 8  p.m .
s s a r 'Under the direction of Paul Hostetter, the graduate and undergraduate students that make up the M SU  Symphony Orchestra w ill be performing works by Honegger, Weber and Brahms in the Kasser Theater.
Friday, Nov. 2 - 7 : 3 0  p.m.
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m c U  H °  NAnother fabulous concert coming w jlifc* Kasser Theater this semester is th e B H H  of the M SU  Symphony and M SU  S i n g ^ J  This show, directed by Thomas M c C a iu H  and Heather Buchanan, includes sp e cia l arrangements written for wind ensemble and choir. »
Saturday, Nov. 3 - I p  un.
M »nd ta g » ty n  p yfi»{ga ction of Iffom as M cCau iphonic Band asdfWind fnclufesaqsic by|,d.
p j ';Jf <:; timfeThe M ®  Sjrmphonic Band Sym p h an $$irif fo tt^ ^ M fia . J  to debut °S y m p h o n ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ® )”NTit- ten by Da\id G illm (d tt^ H jH n « e d  (nee more by Thomas M c C ^ ^ ^ ^ r e s t  of th ^  performance includes works by Hosay and Lo Presti and w ill be held in the K^sSSTf* Theater.
Friday, Dec. 7  -  7:30 p.m.
CHORALE & SINGERThe Kasser Theater w ill be filled with the sounds and spirit of the season when M SU  Chorale and Singers, directed by Heather Buchanan, perform holiday music includ­ing “Sing, Choirs of Angels!” and Poulenc’s “Gloria.”
Saturday, Dec. 8 - 8  p.m.
f o r dMEMORIAL CONCERTOne of the other big musical collab­orations of the semester is the Beatrice Crawford Memorial Concert, featuring the M SU  Symphony Orchestra and Tony Award­winning vocalist Chuck Cooper. The per­formance, held in the Kasser Theater, w ill include the premiere of “The Star Across the Ocean” by Scott Davenport Richards.
¡If.TSic provi
w ;§|f M
D&fiCfrmfj'feyent of the near fim m w r  all J t  ofHallayyeen partiep a|p[jpem es Jphe S w jh g Jjjjficeh o ^ Q ^ ^ p ie  duo ' fmere all
M  benefita music charity, -.rill feature
Montclair’s o n ^ ® H H H H p ^
Tuesday, Oct. 30 -  8 p.m .
h o m e c o m in gAnother Voices showcase to% a^hw ould be the Homecoming performance, wherlNfce^ group w ill be singing “Seize The Day” from Disney’s Newsies.
Saturday, Oct. 1 3 - 2  p.m.
C H R I S  T M A S CAROLINGA  holiday event o f music and charity would be the combination of A SS IST  a i|Jj Voices as they go out into the communi»  and carol for U N IC E F . Members from bdR  organizations go door to door and serenade the homeowners w ith songs of the season. 
Tuesday, Dec. 4 - 7  p.m.
David Clarke
Assistant Arts & Entertainment Editor
Class One Concerts
BACK
Fans of th$|eimo rock band Bayside have had thi’ii prayers answeredl.by Class One Cnneet# ^ f| |^ S B ^ ^ A ^ ^ ^ i ellow rockandAvenue, w ill be playing Tfae show is 18+ ;md fredfer anyone with. a  cm fejp J.D , i » the Student Center Ballrooms.
Bi inadelte Mari iniak
LASO
PFRIIVIAN RELIEF ¡BANDPARTY
^^Hil^ B llglN ^H B B iiB WWB M i^ ted to. raising funds for thfi'de^'astation the Peoples ■■I I *i rubM peJbiM fe'& dured. It w ill be held in the S C'Tftdt o W k  A  D .J. w ill be present along w ith Antartis V  La Banda De Attake and another possible artist.
Friday O c L  5 ,2 0 0 7  -  9pm
A&E
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Cat Kovach 
: Staff Writer
Let’s be real here; I’m a girl who loves very few things in  life. I love movies dealing;: with the ‘60s (particularly with the Vietnam  ; War), I love musicals and I love The Beatles. 11 So of course, when I heard they were going j  to make Across the Universe, I felt exactly the way any normal female would feel when |  presented w ith a film  that touched on n o t! one, but all of these subjects.. I was horrified.I mean, this was The Beatles. You could | make a weird ballet throwing Brenda and f Eddie of B illy Joel fame into Saigon, and I’d I sit there w ith a big smile on my face. You could have a ll of ABBA’s songs somehow tie | into m arital infidelity or whatever Mamma j 
M ia! is about, and I’d shrug it off.But you’d better not track mud into my strawberry fields. However, as the weeks ;! went by, I slowly opened up to the idea of this strange Beatles m usical, and horror sw iftly; became complete and total excitement as I realized that this might actually be some­thing good! ;W atching the previews and teasers, the I  entire film  seemed like some revolutionary;
1 feast for the m ind, heart and im agination.; One second the frame was filtered so every­thing looked neon; the next frame looked ; like it was filled with puppets and statues. ■
Continued on Page 15i
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courtesy Of Columbia PicturesLucy (Evan Rachel Wood) and Jude Oim Sturgess) share a moment together against a backdrop of war, protests and Beatles music in Julie Taymor's newest film, Across the Universe.
ON BMMDWHf:
m um  s h o u l d  c l o s e  o n
NEW P U Y
Diana Salameh Actor in  a M usical, although I  attribute his
Assistant News Editor talent to •Frasier; not to his work this season'on Broadway. He was quirky and funny, and A fter seeing the new Broadway musical there was something hot about his prude 
Curtains, I  finally understood why there are character. I  loved him  for trying to make the people out there who hate the Great W hite musical better.Way. The TCnndgr and Ebb musical was the The only other actor that struck me as last collaboration between the infamous duo somewhat talented was Edward Hibbert in before Fred Ebb passed away. I can only the role of Christopher, the director of the attribute its horrifying presentation to their m usical. He’s delicately flam boyant, which old age. Rupert Holmes also teamed up w ith always gets laughs and emulates any crazy the duo to write the book and plagiarized director in  the theater business. Broadway his own The M ystery o f Edwin Drood. I  babies, like me, found themselves reminisc- know it can’t  be considered plagiarism  if  it’s ing about their own directors telling them to your own work, but that sounds like a nicer stay in  character.criticism  than plain old lazy. Debra M onk, who plays the role ofDespite a ll of the unforgivably bad writ- Carm en, disappoints fans in  her portrayal, ing, Curtains has a slight charm to it. I  She actually looks very old in  this show, think it is the combination of David Hyde although she is not playing an old woman. Pierce and actors who know that their show Her voice has faded and frayed after years is m ildly retarded. Curtains is a musical of acting, and she is pushing herself into a w ithin a musical that tries to solve the mur- role that does not fit her range and ability, der-mystery of the death of their untalented The role of Aaron Fox (Jason Dameley)fparHng actress. A  detective arrives on the is that of a frazzled composer who can’t get scene, and while he solves the murder, he over his writer s block. H is acting is lacking also manages to revamp the musical they a lot of heart, but he is the one male person are rehearsing for. It’s a parody on critics in  the cast who is utterly handsome. M any and the struggle to get a show to Broadway, people kept their fingers crossed w ith hopes There was really only one good thing of seeing him  without clothes on. about this m usical, and that was the role of Lieutenant C ioffi (David Hyde Pierce). Heearned his Tony Award for Best Leading Continued on Page 19 Lieutenant Cioffi (David Hyde Pierce) plays a homicide detective who sings while he sleuths in Curtains.
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David Clarke
Assistant Arts & Entertainment Editor
ihe critical community often babbles on about what the “true” Am erican art form is, fighting and debating about whether it’s jazz, musical theater or whatever Ken Bum s is doing a documen­tary on. W hile a single Am erican art form cannot be easily determined, one thing is sure: popular culture, while not distinctly Am erican, can say the most about Am erica, serving as a cultural barometer of the time passed.W hile the landscape of pop culture of the 20th  and 21st centuries has been ruled largely by television and film , one medium stands out, both for its pop art significance and for the iconography it has carved into Am erican culture. Comic book superheroes stand out as displays of the pride, fears, strengths and frailties of Am erica.The significance and the iconography are captured brilliantly in  the new exhib­it, Reflecting Culture: The Evolution of 
American Comic Book Superheroes, fea­tured at the M ontclair A ft Museum until Ja n . 13,2008.The exhibit begins with a lighthearted room of photography, featuring clever shots of im m igrant workers going about their jobs, while in  superhero garb. Aconstruction worker is dressed as The Thing, a laundry worker as Wonder Woman, Aquam an work­ing at a fish  m arket, Spider-man washing windows of a skyscraper and many more.
A fter the photo gallery, the instillation shifts to a more traditional approach to comic books, acting as an oasis to those who know comics. Where else can a first- appearance Superman and Batman be found in  the same display case, only feet away from a first-appearance Spider-man?However, the massive amounts of land­m ark comic books were not the m ain draw, but rather the way the exhibit examined comic books in  a larger historical perspec­tive. Comics, like most good pop culture, reflect the tim es, and superhero comics were popularized in  the 1930s. Superman, for example, was created in 1932 at the height of the Depression. The ideal of Superman, a superpowered alien fighting for truth, justice and the Am erican way, was a concept that uplifted the youth of America.Comic books have lived through every change Am erica has thrown at the medi­um  since.During war tim e, comic books turned into war propaganda, much in  the way car­toons did, encouraging readers to sacrifice and donate war bonds. World War II even led to the creation of Captain Am erica, the uber-American superhero.Comic book heroes managed to survive the M cCarthyism  and censorship of the fif­ties (partially through the creation of the self-censoring Comic’s Code), and super­heroes dealt less with important issues, instead rehashing the old and relying on cutesy covers to sell books. When the rebel­lious atmosphere of the sixties came along,
the change became apparent in  the best strips.Spider-man, a product of sixties culture, was a different kind of superhero, inadver­tently causing the death of his uncle due to his own selfish acts. The X-M en, on the other hand, were a group of mutants outcast by society, representing the civil rights move­ment that seemed to define the decade. Both comics are defined by the times they live in , and the exhibit displays that, such as a cover of Spider-man, in which he swings over a col­lege of protesting students.By the eighties, superheroes had hit a point where artistic evolution was neces­sary to the survival of the medium. Since kid s of the eighties watched more T V  and read fewer comic books, and many the read­ers were former readers getting older, the more adult and post-modern comics had a market to thrive. The graphic novel is a relatively new way of selling comics, and it became a prevalent comic book form in 1986 when Frank M iller created The Dark 
Knight Returns, reim agining Batm an not as a superhero the kids can look up to, but as a far right nut job who decides to take the law into his own hands.Ju st one year later, however, B ritish writer A lan  Moore and artist Dave Gibbons released Watchmen, a sprawling • 12-part series that managed to deconstruct the superhero mytkos in the context of Gold W ar nuclear paranoia. The story, the only graphic novel to make Time magazine’s fist
Continued on Page 15
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Continued from Page 13The set of Curtains was plain and simple for the most part, until the actors rehearsed for their own m usical. It was then trans­formed into a country western movie. It was atrocious to see anything on Broadway that would reflect country. The costuming mirrored it, along with guns and rifles -  an irony in  a murder musical.I don’t  know if  this was intended, but a lot of the choreography has sassy sexual innu-. endos. Kudos to whoever thought it up. It was cheesy, corny and over the top in many ways, so the subtle sauciness was a delight for the under-40 set.
Curtains, at best, is an average m usical. Perfect for your grandmother, not so much for your cool aunt. Don’t spend more than $35 on these tickets at most. And really, i f  you’re going to go, it better be for M r. Pierce.
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courtesy of Joan MarcusThe cast o f Curtains (David Hyde Pierce and Debra Monk) look on earnestly in the hopes that something interesting will happen. .
“ U n iv e r s e ”
Continued from Page 13
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courtesy of Columbia Picturesude (Jim Sturgess) has an intense moment as he stares out over the strawberry w all, representative o f the song "Strawberry :ields" by The Beatles, in Across the Universe.1It looked far from your average movie m usical, in  the vein of M oulin Rouge.So opening night, after bribing my boyfriend w ith a free movie ticket and pretzels, I sat there, w aiting for my revo­lution in 24 frames per second, and once the house lights came up, I’m sorry to say that although there were glimpses, the revolution never really came.
A cross the Uniyerse is about a dock worker from Liverpool named Jude (Jim  Sturgess) who heads to Am erica to find his father. W hile he’s there, he meets M ax (Joe Anderson) and M ax’s little  sister, Lucy (Evan Rachel Wood). The two fan  in love against a backdrop of discord thanks to 1960s Am erica, espe­cially when M ax gets him self drafted to Vietnam .There are other characters as well: a sexually confused girl named Prudence (T.V. Carpio), a foxy singer/landlord named Sadie (Dana Fuchs) and a Jim i Hendrix-esque guitar player named Jojo (M artin Luther). Also featured is U2’s Bono as Dr. Roberts, thé group’s men­tor during their anti-war phase, and Eddie Izzard as M r. K ite, who played the m ildly disturbing ringleader of a m ildly disturbing circus.The biggest problem w ith A cross the 
Universe w as that it only tried halfway,
The movie incorporated hallucination and dream concepts, but only in  certain parts of the movie. During the song “I Want You (She’s So Heavy),” M ax stands in  front of the draft board. The movie shifts into a fantastic hallucination about joining the army, beginning with Uncle Sam  reaching menacingly out of a poster and ending with army recruits carrying the statue of liberty across the jungles of Vietnam .It’s outrageous imagery, of course, but it ’s over almost as soon as it begins. As you watch this film , you almost wonder if  the director was holding back. I wanted either more of the hallucinatory feel­ing or none at all; it ju st wasn’t enough where it was.As for the songs, i f  this wasn’t  adver­tised as a Beatles m usical, you wouldn’t notice that some of these songs were even theirs. -O n the other Side of that, some of the songs are rather awkwardly forced into film  (“A ll You Need is Love” is_ a good example; “Dear Prudence” treads that line). Everyone can carry a tune w ith the exception of Eddie Izzard, who shouts his way through “Being for the Benefit of M r. K ite,” which is fine because he manages to pull it off relatively well; it ’s not like anyone really knows why the heck he’s
there anyway.In  the end, there are genuinely amaz­ing moments in  this film , which do make it worth seeing. Some songs of note include “W hile My G uitar Gently Weeps,” “Come Together,” “Hey Jude” (of course) and my personal favorite, “Happinesses a Warm G un.”So i f  you are a Beatles fanatic who freaks out i f  someone sings a note a  little off-key while singing “Eleanor Rigby” in  karaoke, this movie m ight not be for you; however, i f  you, like me, turn up the volume whenever “G et Back” plays on the fad io and don’t  mind sitting through 133 minutes o f Beatles m usic, this could be for you.A lso, i f  you don’t  mind seeing Selm a Hayek m ultiply herself by eight and dress up in  a  nurse’s uniform while playinjg the personification o f what seems to be morphine, this could also be for you. I f  you giggle like a 12-year-old girl w riting a “Do you like me? Circle yes/no” note to that cute boy in  m ath class i f  anything that looks like nudity appears onscreen, then don’t  even bother w alking into the movie theater.A ll in  a ll, film  revolution or not, it was a good movie. Plus, I  heard that Paul M cCartney liked it; and i f  Paul liked it , who am  I to complain?
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courtesy of Marvel
A  new spin on an old face —  zombie 
Spider-man graces the cover of a special
of the 100 greatest novels of the 20th century, took place in an America where vigilante heroes were outlawed.The exhibit then looked at where comic book superheroes are today, post- 9/11. The superhero reaction was fierce, including the black issue of Spider-m an, and now, recent comic book mini-series are dealing with modern tim es. C ivil 
War, a M arvel mini-series about a super­hero registration act causing all heroes to register with the government which then causes a split between Iron M an (who supports the law and is lauded by the public as a hero) and Captain America (who becomes a fugitive in refusing to register), was a fairly weak attempt by M arvel Comics to become relevant again.They also exhibited the latest from D C , including 52, a 52-week series (a new comic released every week for a year) in which super-powered superheroes disap­pear, and the heroes with no powers are forced to step up.The opening night of the event fea­tured some comic book legends. Among the veterans of the industry was the Kubert fam ily, a ll of whom had a special room devoted to their work. Father Joe Kubert and sons Andy and Adam have worked with the pantheon of influential heroes for both M arvel and D C.Also present was John Romita Sr., one of the earlier artists to work on the 
Spider-m an series, giving the character a dramatic depth that wasn’t present at first in the strip.Joe Simon was also in attendance, a living legend who was on the creative team  of the original Captain Am erica and who has been working on the most relevant comics around for the greater part of the 20th century.Several other artists and writers were in attendance and were greeted by a let­ter from the showboat of the industry, Stan Lee.The exhibit managed to capture the entirety of the existence of superhe­roes while touching at a deeper mean­ing behind them; however, it still only skimmed the surface. The exhibit works as a primer for those new to the medium, but also as a sanctuary for those already immersed into the alternate universes created by comic books.The exhibit implies that, while a good comic book entertains, a great comic book is a mirror, exposing and heralding, celebrating and denouncing, and acting as the perfect all-Am erican Zeitgeist.
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rue Party is over tor p ik e
. tou  Cunningham | The Montdarion“I’m  disappointed in  u s ... It’s tim e for us to step dangerously close to a  bonfire in  a p u blicp ark. The up and be leaders.” bonfire w as also placed near a  steep c liff.A t T u esd ay n ig h t’s G re e k  Council m eeting, In  October o f 2002, the P h i A lpha P si (Senate) representative M anon “M ook” Craw ford m ade th is fratern ity ran into trouble due to controversial com m ent follow ing the departure o f S G A  President actions done by the fra t during hom ecom ing th at Ron Chicken . A t the tim e, the com m ents regarded referenced reenactm ents o f various serial murder* the lack  o f G reek life  in  the Student Governm ent era. Sen ate had th eir charter renewed by the S G A  and urged the council to m ake a difference in  cam - at the end o f Decem ber, but is  s till unrecognized pus life . L ittle  would Craw ford know th at these by M S U  adm inistration to th is day. P IK E  is due words would m ean so m uch more in  ju st a few for recharterm ent n ext sem ester, short hours. So , where does the severity o f th is act fa ll in  lin eLater th at sam e day, there were various arrests w ith the ghosts o f G reek problem s past? W hat w ill at the newly leased P i Kappa A lp h a (P IK E ) fra t be the repercussions o f th is incident? E xpect reac- house. The to tal num ber o f arrests reached over tions from  various organizations in  the upcom ing 60 by the end o f the n ight and gave the G reek week regarding th is issue. T h is is  the m ain ques- C oun cil, as w ell as the university as a  w hole, a re a - tion for the current tim e being, but th is w ill not go son to look back on G reek life  a t M ontclair S tate , aw ay easily regarding the future o f th is organiza- Those arrested face charges o f either provid- tion. in g  alcohol to m inors or underage d rin kin g, w hich The reasoning behind Chicken’s presence at thevary by age. G reek Council m eeting w as due to th eir requestsR egarding the university its e lf the first thought to break away from  the S G A  and be independent, th at comes to m ind is  how the university w ill react T h is incident does not bode w ell for th eir desire to to the actions o f P IK E . The house is  not on univer- be separated from  the Student Governm ent. The sity  grounds, so university policy for d rin kin g can- topic never comes o ff the ground, m ainly because not be followed through. However, considering th at o f events lik e these. T h is m ay be the event th at there has to be some sort o f repercussion for th is , nixes th is chance, and m ay end up being the m ost w hat w ill be the fate o f those involved? M oreover, serious incident in  recent memory. jw hat w ill be the p lan  o f action for the S G A  or the W ill it affect future rush classes in  not only G reek Council? A ctions taken  by these organiza- P IK E , but also other M ontclair frats and sorori- tfons again st fratern ities has been m ixed over the ties? How can anyone look upon the G reeks as role past few years. m odels when black eyes such as th is one pop up tooIn  Decem ber o f 2004, the D elta C h i fratern ity frequently? In  the words o f O tter from  the classic w as suspended by the G reek Council for one sem es- m ovie Animal House: “W hat a  sham e th at a  few ter after 19 mem bers were arrested for underage bad apples have to spoil a  good tim e for everyone d rin kin g. Pledges were ordered to do exercises by breaking the ru les.” m$uop<nion@gma{].comJustina Villanueva | The M ontdarion
Thumbs up to the beginning of fall.
■ ■ -
Thumbs down to M SU President Susan Cole for not attending theClifton council meeting.
Thumbs up to the season premiere of Family Guy.
Thumbs down to Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejed’soffensive comments.
p a g e  1 7 — S e p t e m b e r
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Tough Talk Short on Economics
Proposed Sanctions on China is a Complex Web of Politics
JOE
SULLIVANCO LU M N IST
In  the political comedy known as the U .S .-C h in a bilateral trade relations, the U .S . Congress portrays itself as the protago­nist standing ready to protect Am ericans, the victim s of a hei­nous plot to destroy our economy and way of life. The evil villain  that our sup­posed defenders of fairness im plicate is the Chinese govern­ment and their hordes of citizens seeking an escape from the destitution and pov­erty of the countryside by apparently steal­ing our jobs and exporting cheap goods that Americans want. The fixed nominal exchange rate is the destructive weapon of choice that our enemy wields.The typical yet highly flawed argument is that, as a consequence of the relative fixity  of the Chinese currency, the yuan, as compared to the dollar, trade, deficits with China are therefore increased, which puts Am erican producers at a disadvantage and also poses risks to a dollar depreciation against other currencies. There are many errors in the arguments being made in Congress, not the least of which is that fixed nom inal exchange rates are bad for America.
“  There are many errors in the 
arguments being made in 
Congress, not the least of which 
is that fixed nominal exchange 
rates are bad for America.”
W hat matters in international trade and capital flows is not balanced trade With any given trade partner. Indeed, it is virtually impossible to achieve balanced trade with all trade partners, at least as defined objec­tively by the presence of a zero in the current account balance. That would imply that inflows and outflows of capital exactly offset each other, which is extraordinarily unlikely in any given year, considering that the vol­ume of capital flowing around the world is several trillion dollars each day.Even so, current account deficits (or bilat­eral trade deficits), are not necessarily a sign of weakness, nor are net capital outflows a sign of strength. Am erica has been running current account deficits nearly every year since the early 1980s, with the exception of 1991. W hile some may view these deficits as a weakness, they are in  fact a sign of strength and show foreign confidence in the impressive growth and safety of investing in Am erica. Any deviation from total balance of payment equilibrium leads to a nominal (also real, assum ing fixed exogenous prices in  the short run) interest rate and/or real output adjustments depending on factors like the degree of capital mobility, mon­etary policy and fiscal policy, irrespective of whether we have balanced trade. Indeed, any other talk  of imbalances is nothing more than a subjective judgement about how much America ought to import and export by business leaders and unions bemoaning competition.However, policy-m akers continue to believe in  balance and fairness and blame
V%. /.% * & *:'%**•; *:%V * % Ife ■ .* *. <*
the exchange rate on America’s rising trade deficit with C hina, which exceeded $230 billion in  2006. In  viewing trade patterns between countries, economists are concerned with the real exchange rate rather than the 
nominal rate. The real exchange rate is the nom inal exchange rate adjusted for relative price levels in  both countries. In  the absence of any significant nom inal exchange rate adjustment, the relative price levels in both countries are therefore the necessary adjustment mechanism that influence real exchange rates.There are very good and highly technical arguments that have been made by econo­m ists about the Chinese yuan. It is quite plausible that the yuan is valued lower than would otherwise occur i f  China adopted a floating exchange rate regime. The degree to which it remains undervalued, though, is a m atter of debate and varies based on different measurements. Nevertheless, it is preferable that exchange rates be flexible rather than fixed, prim arily because the necessary macroeconomic adjustments in the form of staggered wages and prices are slower than in  nom inal exchange rates, which can adjust very quickly. W hile China possesses a fixed nominal exchange rate * against the dollar and a flexible one against the euro, tim e series data shows quite clearly that both economies have very sim ilar trade patterns and deficits with C hina, which is to be expected, considering China’s compara­tive advantage in the production of output using unskilled labor.Therefore, as balanced trade was shown to be a fallacy, the United States would be 
running the same very large trade deficits with C hina, irrespective of the degree of flexibility in  nom inal' exchange rates. I f  Congress succeeds in  passing anti-China legislation, the most affected members of Am erican society would be those on fixed incomes and tight budgets. To the extent that China may be prevented from exporting to the United States, higher cost producers in  A sia w ill step in and act as a regressive tax on Am erican consumers. Indeed, before China became the great exporter of today, exports coming from A sia were from these higher cost producers. The net effect has been, and would be, an im m aterial change in the trade deficit between Am erica and the entire A sian region.Nevertheless, it is in China’s best interest as a sovereign country to have its own mon­etary policy so as to m aintain a better com­mand in a global financial system in which controlling capital flow is difficult. In  order to fix  its nominal exchange rate, China’s central bank (the People’s Bank of China) must intervene in  the foreign exchange market by purchasing large amounts of dollar denominated assets to prop up an otherwise depreciated dollar. But i f  China wishes to have its own monetary policy, its central bank must then engage in  domestic open market operations called sterilization. Failure to do so would effectively mean that its monetary policy is determined by the Federal Reserve as the P B C ’s monetary liabilities fluctuate according to decisions made in W ashington, D .C .The fact that China has increased its monetary base threatens to lead to high rates of inflation that w ill act as a tax on its citizens’ accumulated wealth. Once an inflationary wage-price spiral starts, it is quite difficult to stop without driving the country to recession. China can also slow down the real estate and stock market spec­ulative behavior arising from cheap credit V  •> W  *%%X*V**-* *.•%.*> * * ♦ * K*'.*
through improved monetary policy.Despite its sm all revaluation of ju st over 2 percent in 2005, the Am erican trade defi­cit persists precisely as the tim e series data indicates. W hile China’s portfolio of treasuries exceed $1.2 trillion and earns low yields, China has threatened to dump U .S . treasuries and thus drive up American interest rates. However, for its part, such a strategy w ill mean pressure on the dollar to appreciate i f  it takes payment in  yuan, the exact result that China does not want, not to mention the large capital losses it would incur on its portfolio.No m atter how China decides to proceed, when the necessary macroeconomic adjust­ments in  wages and prices occur, economists know that monetary policy has no effect on output and unemployment in  the long run, irrespective of exchange rate regimes. Only then w ill monetary policy translate exclusively into inflation — a term known as monetary neutrality. Indeed, a fixed nomi­n al exchange rate is a form of domestic mon­etary policy, and higher levels of inflation in China would create a real depreciation for the yuan. The Federal Reserve can and w ill react to any increase in  the U .S . price level i f  Congress manages to significantly restrict Chinese imports. However, the numerous long-run benefits of trade w ill be lost entire­ly- Rather than concentrating on issues that it does not understand and threatening leg­islation-that w ill harm  everyone, Congress should direct its attention to more important economic policies, such as abolishing the current trade barriers in  place, and every­one w ill be far better off.
QuoteoftheWeek
“Don’t 
tase me, 
bro!”
-Univ. of Florida 
student’s last words 
before being tased 
by campus police at 
John Kerry Q & A  
session.
Joe Sullivan, an econom ics major, is  in h is first 
year a s a colum nist for The Montclarion.
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Ju st in Case You Missed it
The Highlights of Iranian President Mahm oud Ahmadinejed's Speech at Columbia U.
Introduction Speech
“And it is necessary that big powers should not allow m ankind to engage in  monopolistic activities and to prevent other nations from achieving that science. Science is a divine g ift by God to everyone, and therefore, it must rem ain pure.”
The Holocaust
“My question was simple: There are research­ers who want to approach the topic from a different perspective. W hy are they put into prison? Right now, there are 9 number of European academics who have been sent to prison because they attempted to write about the Holocaust or research it from a different perspective, questioning certain aspects of it.”
“But why is it that the Palestinians should pay a price, innocent Palestinians, for 5 m il­lion people to rem ain displaced or refugees abroad for 60 years? Is  this not a crime? Is asking about these crimes a crime by itself?”
When asked if  his 
governm ent supports 
terrorism
“W ithin six months, over 4,000 Iranians lost their lives, assassinated by terrorist groups.
Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejed speaking to Columbia University students this Monday.A ll this carried out by the hand of one single terrorist group. Regretfully, that same ter­rorist group now, today, in  your country, is ... operating under the support of the U .S . adm inistration, working freely, distributing declarations freely, and their camps in  Iraq are supported by the U .S . government.”
“They’re secured by the U .S . government. O ur nation has been harmed by terrorist activities. We were the first nation that
objected to terrorism and the first to uphold the need to fight terrorism.”
Homosexuals in Iran
“But as for the executions, Id  like to raise two questions. I f  someone comes and estab­lishes a network for illicit drug traffick­ing that affects the youth in  Iran , Turkey, Europe, the United States, by introducing these illicit drugs and destroys them , would you ever reward them ?”
“People who lead the lives ... cause the dete­rioration of the fives of hundreds of m illions of youth around the world, including in  Iran. Can we have any sympathy to them? Don’t you have capital punishment in  the United States? You do, too.” (Obviously m isunder­
standing the question and asked again.)
“In  Iran , we don’t  have homosexuals, like in your country. . .  In  Iran , we do not have this phenomenon. I  don’t  know who’s told you that we have it.”
On Saddam and the U.S.
“You a ll know Saddam , the dictator, was supported by the government of the United States and some European countries in attacking Iran. And he Carried out an eight- year war, a crim inal war. Over 200,000 Iranians lost their fives. Over 600,000 Iranians were hurt as a result of the war.”
¡tr.pt ~
Oontact Tom og Buddy at
MSUOFINfOH@GMUL.CM
Justina Villanueva I The Montclarion
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In light o f the President o f Iran 
speaking at Colum bia, who 
would you want to speak at 
M S U ?  W hy?
RICHY
F E R N A N D E Z
Year: F reshm an
M a jo r:
U n d e c la re d
i p i t e  gi
*lt would be cool if the governor of N J  
came to Montclair State.'
S A S H A
D U B L IN
Year: S e n io r
M a jo r:
H o sp ita lity
d
"Oprah Winfrey, because she Is a per­
fect role model. She is very powerful 
and does not forget to give back.”
BRYANT
W A N A M A K E R
Year: Se n io r
Major: 
H is to ry  j
The guys from Queer Eve for th& 
Straight Guy, because they enlighten 
straight guys.” j
R O BERTS
L E H M A N N
M a jo r:
M a th e m a tic s
“Our presidential candidates should 
come and discuss Issues, so  we can 
gain a better Insight on their views.'
B E T H
H A A S E
Year: Ju n io r 
B u sin e ss
*Conan O’Brien, because he Is fanny 
and graduated from Harvard. I also A Î E S ^ ild M iÉ iw !.*  I I
A D A M
W ILNER
1 A‘IM p Ite fB jr M ajonjj 
Political Science jj
•I want to sea John Edwards, because 
he's a  solid presidential candidate, 
and I support his views.”
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We have som e solutions that might be easie r 
than you think. We're the National Endowment 
for Financial Education, a nonprofit foundation 
with nothing to sell and a lot to tell. For over 30 
years, we've helped people just like you get smart 
about their money. Come to us for sound advice 
and practical information on how to start achieving 
all your financial goals. For everything from ’ 
getting out of debt to managing your money wisely 
to saving for the future - we're here to help, 
w w w .  s m a r t a b o u  « m o n e y  . o r g
It's  tim e to g e t sm art about your money.
Not if
w e l l'can help
It. National Endowment eoh Financ iai. Fm cation
T h e  M o n t c l a r io n
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C h i l d  C a r e  W a n t e d I H I H e lp  W a n t e d ¡ ■ i O t h e r
Mother's help needed. 9/21 
thru school year. Two Up­
per Montclair children, 
ages 7 (girl) and 9 (boy). 
Mature, license, references 
required. M-F 3:30-6:30 p.m. 
Contact: Lisa at 973-809- 
1935 or llfinan@aol.com.
Close to campus stay-at- 
home mom seeks part-time 
childcare help with infant 
and 2-year-old. Flexible 
number of days and hours. 
Chris 973-837-9695.
Childcare for our kids ages 
5 and 2 in Upper Montclair. 
Weekend evenings and 
flexible weekday hours. 
973-509-3053.
Childcare needed for a re­
ally cool 12-year-old boy, 
Tuesdays only from 3:00 to 
7:00. Pay is $50 per day. 
Call Kathleen at 973-615- 
1688.
Part-time, energetic and 
caring nanny wanted to 
care for our three-year-old 
boy and 1-year-old girl in 
Upper Montclair. Approxi­
mately 15 hours/week. 
Competitive salary. Strong 
references required. Call 
Kathy 862-202-6369.
Babysitter needed, 4-yr 
daughter, Madison 07940. 
Tues. and/or Thurs. 3:00 - 
7:30. Occasional weekend/ 
evening possible. $15/hour 
if certified CPR, first aid, 
good driver. References 
required. 646-734-9577.
Babysitter wanted for 
some weekend and week­
day evenings. Montclair.
5- and 8-year-old. Refer­
ences required. $10.00 per 
hour. Call Mary Kate Mel­
low at 973-509-1443.
W e are corinpensating eligible volunteers, w ho com plete the study and fdllow -up visits, up to  $2000 for their tim e and expenses. .
For additional information, please call
20I-587-0808
T V f l i
S ia
RESEARCH
between the ages o f I8 -  65, for participation in a clinical study to test an investigational medication.• A ll study visits will be in our Clinical Research Unit (CRU) in Carlstadt.• Participation for 28 days, after you becom e eligible• Daily visits for 2t days, weekends included.• Daily blood draws for I4 days.• You w ill be expected to be in our unit for I4 hours, on tw o separate visits, follow ing study procedures and having m ultiple blood draws.• Having a sm all area o f your back exposed to ultra-violet rays 3 tim es.Eligibility requirem ents include, but not lim ited to:• Being sm oke free for at least 6 m onths• N ot taking any daily m edications• Being in good health and not having any medical problems, including no allergies• Being o f non-childbearing potential, if you are a wom an.
Sitters Wanted. Average 
$10 per hour. Babysitting, 
housesitting, petsitting. 
Register free for jobs near 
campus or home and start 
earning extra cash now! 
www.student-sitters.com.
Waiters/Waitresses. West- 
mount Country Club, 728 
Rifle Camp Road, West Pat­
erson, is seeking part-time 
weekend food servers, no 
experience necessary, will 
train. Earn up to $14.00 
per hour. Call for an ap­
pointment to apply in per­
son, 973-256-8868.
**#1 Spring Break Web­
site! 4 & 7 night trips. Low 
prices guaranteed. Group 
discounts for 8+. Book 20 
people, get 3 free trips! 
Campus reps needed. 
www.StudentCity.com or 
800-293-1445.
T H E  M Q N T C L A R I O l i  I needs a
web designers] to design and code a website 
to replace the current website.
Teacher Assistant needed 
for Early Learning Center in 
Teaneck. Monday through 
Friday 3:00 - 6:00 p.m. Ex­
perience preferred. Please 
fax resume to 201-836-3222 
or call 201-836-4100.
Anyone interested should CONTACT 00»
PRODUCTION MANAGER, AARON AT 
MSUPRODUCTION@GMAIL.COM
"M ike Birbiglia: Stand-up comedy’s next future le g fljBW ILLIAMPATERSONU N I V E R S I T Y  
W a y n e ,  N J
S h e a  C e n t e r
P e r f o m u iA / g  A r t s
973-720-237!www.sheacenterpresents.com • boxoffice@wpunj.edu
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' (M arch ¿1-April 20}“ ....ome finances are no longer restrictive. Early ;his week, expect someone close to offer nev rces o f income or security. Take tim e for] ¡tailed discussion and social planning.
T A U a u s (April 21 -  M ay 20)
n s
After several weeks of la d in g  romantic o il social interest, long-term relationships are 1 now due to  greatly expand. Respond quickly ¡j to all proposal-* or emotional overtures. O ffer* encouragement; others wOl follow your lead, j
G E M I N I
m
(May S I -  June ¿1)New friends may this week be difficult to? accept or appreciate. Unusual behaviors, group I alienation or strained emotions are accented \ Use this tim e to w itness, observe and quietly I make decisions 1
|  — ü ?Ju n e  i i  - J u ly  225Over the next few days, loved ones may be withdrawn or tem peramental. Old memories; strained relationships or past romantic attrac­tions m ay te  a  key them e. Take time for sup­portive activities and fam ily planning.
u  o  
i m ^
Wb 1
(June 23 -  August 22;Minor disagreements between friends may this 1 week reveal unexpected inform ation. Revised 1 plahs or last minute group celebrations are 1 accented. Probe for truthful responses con-1 eerning e m o tta ^ ^ y a h k » .
■ugust¡udden workplace events are disruptive but «citing tin s week. Monday through Thursday, atch for key officials to openly challenge the legitimacy o f corporate rules. New job titles or q m ^ re^ sio n  o f duties may be soon.,er 2 3 -O cto b er 23)iocial alliances may now be publicly ques-f Over the next four days, expect nev ends to press for extra group dedication! se this tim e to evaluate the success of past] or promises.
roup reactions are this week unpredictable, ver the next 11 days, expect loved ones am se friends to passionately defend their pL alues or social expectations. Established ha] its w ill help provide secu ri||(November 23 -  December 21) icial hick is extremely high. Early this ■eek, respond quickly to the proposed job and ©me changes o f fam ily members or long-tem Wends, Someone dose w ill soon end a long-J
n ^ e r ^ l^ ^ S u a r y lW
3 and accumulated debt maj tic this week. Financial comp] itions are, however, unavoidable; expect love ares to now spend money in  order to avoir memories or difficult emotions.
{¿ancary 21 -  February 19) m antic dreams* first impressions and sud- sod al insights w ill demand quickattention the next 12 days, tires and comments o f potential lovers for
M arch 2Ö) Ior minor social tensions are now a  strong them e. Long-term friends and romantic partners m ay need extra tim e to resolve emotional or fam ily conflicts. W ait,
P ro p ert^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m tean d large  jm ith a se sw l work strongly in your favor over the next 14 weeks. Several months of complex paperwork, financial delays or money disagreements win now fade. Use this time toverify long-term proj­ects, renew obligations or share creative ideas M oved ones. Some Librans w ill also experi- a dramatic increase in  romantic and social invitations.
MSUProduction@gmail.com www.TheMontclarion.org
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A C R O S S  
1 Jab deliverer 
5 Atlantic and 
Pacific
11 Rockies zone
14 Golden Rule 
preposition
15 Remove from 
. power
16 Flock member
17 Identifying mark
18 Join
20 Flotilla units
22 Doctrine
23 Haggard or 
Oberon
24 Chopper blade
26 Mutiny
27 Like some 
cows?
29 Part of an act
31 Docs’ bloc
32 “M e,__and
Irene”
34 Not entirely 
closed
38 Disoriented
40 Unbelievable 
bargain
41 Pre-Euro 
currency
42 Elder or alder
43 Evening repast
45 Genteel affair
46 Must-haves 
48 Billing sharer 
50 Partof TG IF
53 Memorial 
marker
54 Highway 
divisions
55 School grp.
57 Body trunk 
60 Component
63 R.I.P. notice
64 Sense of self
65 Pinpoint
66 Pueblo dwellers
67 Match unit
68 Deckhand
69 Breakfast choice
DOW N
1 Dither
2 Part of a yard
3 Spiral flight, 
sometimes
4 Lethargy
5 Album track
6 TV studio 
warning
7 Invites
8 Strike one as
9 Light touch
10 Pollen producing 
organ
11 Paris 
underground
12 Hogwash
13 Basic belief 
19 Disclose
21 Goblet part
25 Homeric epic
26 Mirror
27 NaCI
>28__vincit omnia
29 Oozes
30 Applaud
33 Belt ornament
35 Strenuous 
acrobatic 
dance
36 Territory
37 Hind part 
39 Sensitive 
44 Cheer (for)
47 Art stands
49 Forty winks
50 Takes to the air
51 Mountains 
subdivision
52 Fort Knox bar
53 Stocking stuffer 
55 Type size
56 Players on a 
side
58 Be a stool 
pigeon
59 Elevator man
61 John or Jane?
62 Sawbuck
Weekly Sudoku
8 4 9
1 7 6 3
3 6 4 7
3
3 9 5 2
5
9 2 4 8
5 7 8 3
4 3 7
Good Luck!
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Crossword
A C R O SS
1 More liberated
6 Held tightly
11 Cot or crib
14 Insect stage
15 Sweetheart
16 Cassowary’s 
cousin
17 More aloof
1 8  ________ salts
19 Little bite
20 Memphis man
22 Stock optimist
23 Too particular
2 4  ________ Lee Curtis
25 Henry Vlll’s 
Anne
29 Chapeau 
container
30 Bedazzles
31 Announce
35 Lease figure
36 Fire remains
37 Cry like a kitten
41 Le Champs _
43 African plant
44 Strainers
47 Grunted like a 
hog
49 Meara and 
Murray
50 Upright v
53 Folksy Joan
54 Collapses in 
tears
59 Goof up
60 Humorous 
remarks
61 Composer Blake
62 Word with prayer 
or throw
63 Napoleon Solo’s  
org.
64 Trotsky and Uris
65 Pen on a farm
66 Signals thumbs- 
up
67 Warship 
grouping
DOWN
1 Flutter about
2 Humanity 
grouping
3 Actress Moran
4 Uniform
5 Make more 
refined
6 Kasparov’s  game
©  2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc. 
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7 Runs easily
8 Retract
9 Light gas
10 Phys. ed. room
11 Anesthetize
12 First name of 
28D
13 Two-family 
house
21 A  month of
22 Actress Justine
24 Clash
25 Cake of soap
26 Be overdrawn
27 Actor Cariou
28 “St. Elmo’s Fire” 
star
29 Footstool
32 Last letter of 
plurals?
33 Revolutionist 
Guevara
34 Bruce or Spike
38 Rockies grazer
39 Misfortune
40 Showed the way 
42 Guitarist Paul . . 
44 Cavalry swords
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45 Routinized
46 Pep
48 Reflexive 
pronoun
50 Writer Jong
51 Answer
52 Slackens
54 Sailor’s  bed
55 Affair of honor
56 Orchestral reed
57 Chianti or 
Burgundy
58 Hatching place 
60 Status _
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F o o tb a ll Upsets W esley 2 7 -2 6
Game Delayed by NASCAR Ends in Upset of No. 7 Wolverines
Jefferson Veloso 
Staff Writer
The M ontclair State U niversity Red Hawks defeated the Wesley College Wolverines 27-26 in dramatic fashion. The game was scheduled to start at 1 p.m . but instead started three hours later due to the late arrival of the officials. The reason given for their tardiness was that they were stuck in traffic due to a N A SCA R  race at a nearby Dover racetrack.■ The Wolverines kicked things off with a drive of 10 plays for 50 yards, including an 11-yard touchdown run by Michael Penwell, which gave his team a 7-0 lead in the first quarter. In  the second half, Penwell rushed for 181 yards.The Red Hawks answered back when senior quarterback M ike Jum p scored on a one-yard quarterback sneak, followed by an extra point by kicker Marco Capozzoli, tying the game at 7-7. A t the end of the first quarter, Wesley College led 10-7 after a field goal by Collin Blugis.The Red Hawks jumped right back in the game six seconds into the second quarter, when Jum p threw a 43-yard pass to receiver Brandon Fronjian for a touchdown. However, the extra point was blocked by Wolverine defensive end Bryan Robinson, holding the Red Hawks at a 13- 
10 advantage.Penwell cut M SU s lead short by rushing 62 yards for a touchdown, giving Wesley a 17-13 lead.The Red Hawks were down, but not out, after a 22-yard field goal by Capozzoli that brought the Red Hawks within one point, 17-16. The Wolverines came out with a big play before halftim e, when quarterback Jason Schatz threw a 53-yard touchdown
pass to Larry Beavers, giving the team a 24- 16 lead. A t halftim e, the Red Hawks trailed the Wolverines, 24-19.A t the start of the second half, the M ontclair State University Red Hawks came out with a big play at 14:43 in the third quarter — defensive back Je ff Bliss ran for a kickoff return touchdown of 89 yards, giving M ontclair the lead at 27-24.The offense followed up with a two-point c o n v e r s i o n
when Jum p connected with Om ar Sevilla. The Red Hawks came back from being behind in the first quarter to taking the lead in the third, 27-24.A t the start of the fourth quarter, the Wolverines had many opportunities to take back the lead from Montclair. They inched closer on a safety forced by the Wolverines’ defense, cutting the Red Hawks’ lead to one point. The safety occurred after Schatz
putting the score at 27-26.The Wolverines started their final posses­sion from the 46-yard line for a H ail M ary attempt. However, Schatz’s pass was broken up at the goal line, ending the game. The victory gave M ontclair State three consecu­tive wins for the first time since 2001. Other than that, they have defeated the Wolverines in two out of their three meetings since 1998.
MSU
■ T  1 2  8  0  2 7  
WESLEY
^ n T R  0  2  2 6
13 COMPLETIONS, 131 YDS, 11D
8 9 - Y D  K I C K O F F  R E T U R N■ W W W
RANKED N0.16 IN D3FO0TBALL.COM POLL
The Red Hawks’ offense finished their day off strong. Jum p completed 13 of his 24 pass attempts for 131 yards and a touchdown. Senior running back Ryan McCoach finished the day with 32 carries for 127 yards.As for the defense, they forced a total of five turnovers. In  the secondary, sophomore comerback Dominique Dixon finished with nine tackles and a breakup pass, while senior safety M ike Ajadi added seven for his effort. Linebacker Russ Commune finished with five tackles, a forced fumble and an interception.The M ontclair State U niversity Red Hawks gained a total of 237 offensive yards, 15 first downs, while converting five of 16 third downs. M ontclair held the ball for 30:15.For the Wolverines, they finished it off with a total o f 451 offensive yards, 22 first downs, 7 of 16 on third down conversions and a time possession o f 29:45.The Red Hawks’ next game w ill be on Friday, Sept. 28 at 7 p.m , when they face «their intense rivals, the Lions of . the College of New Jersey. This game is the 75th meet­ing between the two teams.
got his pass picked off by senior comerback Cornell H unt.H unt returned the interception to the 
20-yard line, looking to seal the game for the Red Hawks. Wesley used their remaining timeouts strategically, eventually forcing the Red Hawks to punt with 7 seconds left in the fourth quarter.Punter M ichael Lajterm an decided to kneel in the end zone for a Wolverine safety,
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Wh¿it Tickles My
This Week, Robert Aitken Analyzes the Media's Role in
Robert Aitken 
Assistant Opinion Editor
College football has had some surprising stories so far this season, w ith teams unex­pectedly winning and losing games early on in the season. However, one of the most interesting stories of the year is one that happened off the field. This story spoke much more about society’s view of sports as a whole.The man responsible for this story is Oklahoma State University head football coach and my new hero, M ike Gundy. Gundy went into a press con­ference, where the press has destroyed the reputation of many people over the years, and turned the tables.A s a journalist, it feels great to see a fire fit under those who do not follow the rules and bring a bit more legiti­macy to what you produce.The situation began-last Saturday, when The Oklahom an printed a story written by staff writer Jen n i Carlson.In the front page article, Carlson writes about O SU  switching quarterbacks.Ju n ior quarterback Bobby Reid had started the first two games of this season having won one and lost one. Before the third game, Reid was replaced in favor of Zac Robinson. Carlson took shots at Reid’s character and questioned his leadership.She is quoted as saying that Reid was “nicked in some games and sat it out instead of gutting it out.” The article also referenced that Reid nearly transferred as
a red-shirted freshman because of having to fight for the starting spot.This lit a fire under Gundy, who defended his player in a press conference after their 49-45 win over Texas Tech Saturday after­
three-fourths of the article “inaccurate.” He also said the article “embarrasses him to be involved with athletics.”Gundy quickly had jumped down the throat of the media and disagreed with the
Oklahoma State football coach Mike Gundy leads his team a tirade against Oklahoman columnist Jenni Carlson.
noon.Gundy refused, to answer questions, held up the article and began his rant. He called
courtesy of espn.com onto the field Saturday, just hours before he went on
way they, treated an amateur athlete.Do you w ant to know something? He is completely correct.
Pickle
College AthleticsReid has done nothing to deserve this negative press. Where is the proof that any of what has been said is true? In  the same way that this article referenced Gundy’s speech and Carlson’s article, allegations about some­one should show references, which Carlson lacks in her article.Building an article about someone with­out fact, opinionated or not, is wrong and only leads to trouble. Gundy addressed a great point about the media’s willingness to jum p upon a player with the slightest bit of a story.The fact of the matter is this: there is no story here. Reid was the best quarterback on the team . Everyone knew that. When it came to game day, Reid could not deliver. That is why he is not starting, or at least, that’s all we know for certain.Gundy has been asked to retract his statements by various sources, including media outlets like E SP N . Gundy has refused to do so to this point. H is only regret, he says, is not being more prepared for his com­ments.Carlson has asked for Gundy to point out any and all fallacies she wrote, to which Gundy simply said, “I don’t have to.” Chalk up another win for Gundy. For those keeping score at home, it is Gundy 2, Carlson 0.Gundy does not need to defend anything he has said, nor does he have to prove what was said about him . The only one who needs to prove anything here is Carlson. She has made these claim s, so she must back them up. As the old saying goes, Carlson has writ­ten a check, or an article in this case, that she could not cash.
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KVART
wall/clamp spotlight'
A bright roommate that loves'to,- 
^— illuminate biochemistry textbooks.
Present your valid 
college Ip a jid ge t
; ^ % i p F 3 -;S
your purchase 
now through 
September 23, 2007'
1
SKUBB
hanging storage
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Finally, a  roommate that 
helps you clean your room.
IKEA HICKSVILLE 
1100 Broadway Mall 
(516) 681-4532 
M-Th: 10am-9pm 
Fri: 10am-9:30pm 
Sat: 9om-9pm 
Sun: 10am-8pm
IKEA ELIZABETH 
Elizabeth Center 
NJ Turnpike, Exit 13A 
(908) 289-4488 
Pay only 3.5% sates tax ^ ¡p li  
M-F: 10an»-9pm 
Sat: 9anv-9pm, Sun: K)am-8pm
FREE SHUTTLE
F ltO M N Y C S A T lSU N
IKEAPARAMUS 
100 IKEA Drive 
(201)843-1881 
M-F: 10am-10pm 
Sat: 9am-10pm 
Closed Sunday
Slop by the IKEA restaurant and have some meatballs 
and maybe even a Caesar salad. It's more affordable than stocking 
y6ur fridge and having your roommate eat alt of your food.
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SOVA flat sheet $2.99/ea. 100% cotton. Imported. Also available in fitted. KVART wall/damp spotlight $4.99. Bulb soid separately. Shade diameter 3". SKUBB 
hanging storage $4.99/ea. 100% polyester.
Some products require assembly. RA = requires assembly. Prices may vary at IKEA Houston, San Diego and Seattle. Not all products available through IKEA 
Direct. See store or www.IKEA-USA.com. Some products shown are imported. See store for country of origin. ©Inter IKEA Systems B.V. 2007 
'Offer valid only at IKEA Hicksville, Elizabeth and Paramus. Offer not valid on the purchase of kitchens and appliances. Must be 18 years of pge and present a 
valid college ID.
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Donovan McNabb's Comments Rekindle Football's Great Race Debate
Jake Del Mauro 
Staff Writer
On the football field, the quarterback is the leader. He relays the plays, and he has the ball on every play. I f  you look at start­ing quarterbacks in the National Football League, most of them have a captain’s patch on their top left chest. However, some quarterbacks get the harsh side of things if  they do not perform like Brett Favre or Johnny U nitas. Rex Grossman is an example of such treat­m ent, along w ith Chad Pennington, Eh M anning and Donovan McNabb.Now, what do these four guys have in common?W ell, besides playing for big cities (Grossman plays in Chicago, thfe next two in New York and McNabb in Philadelphia), you can argue that they all have performed well in streaks, with McNabb being the most consistent. However, one of those guys is “differ­ent” from the others. One of them is black.M cNabb made state­ments on H B O ’s Real 
Sports w ith B ryan t 
Gum bel saying black quarterbacks get criticized more harshly than their white counterparts. When given a chance to back down from those statements, he refused.Currently in the N F L , there are five starting quarterbacks who are black: Jason Campbell in Washington, David Garrard in Jacksonville, Steve M cNair in Baltimore,
Tarvaris Jackson of Minnesota and McNabb and Daunte Culpepper, when he starts.Now, two of those men have been to Super Bowls, McNabb and M cNair, though nei­ther won. Besides M cNair, Culpepper and M cNabb, the rest are under the age of 30. So, maybe their take on what McNabb said is a little different, and they don’t  understand the hardships.You can start possibly with modem day
League) and the only player to be enshrined in  the N F L  H all of Fame and Canadian H all of Fame.Then came a new wave that includ­ed McNabb, M cNair, Kordell Stewart and Culpepper, guys more mobile and with great arms.Finally, there Is the new wave of players headlined by M ichael Vick and Vince Young, who are so mobile that people forget that
Philadelphia Eagles more criticism than courtesy of nflgridirongab.comquarterback Donovan McNabb recently made comments saying that black quarterbacks in the NFL face their white counterparts.
quarterbacks, like Doug W illiam s, the first black quarterback to reach the Super Bowl and, so far, the only to win one. Another would be Warren Moon, who is second in  passing yards in professional football (including his tim e in the Canadian Football
they play quarterback, not throwing running back.However, most people get the stereotype that all black quarterbacks can run. Players like Byron Leftwich are all but mobile. Yet, people see the black quarterback and assume
he can throw for 200 yards, and his priority w ill be to rush for 100 yards.When I See a black quarterback, I see a guy who gives his team the same chance to win as a white one.I  understand what Donovan said, and I agree with it. Black quarterbacks are looked at to be runners, saviors, fighting bolts to their teams, and that is uncalled for. Every quarterback should be looked at to be that.Tim Tebow from the University of Florida, a white quarterback, is a great running quarterback, as is Alex Sm ith of the San Francisco 49ers.Steve M cNair is 34 years old, McNabb is 31, and Garrard is 29. Jackson and Young are 24, and Campbell is 25. Now, players younger than Garrard m ight understand the significance of being a black quarterback. Teams did not want to sign Warren Moon because he was black, which is why he was in the Canadian Football League.A t first, eople were scared to see a black quarterback in the N FL. For some odd reason, they now salivate over it.McNabb knows that black quar­terbacks have targets on their backs to perform, and i f  they don’t, it makes everybody look bad. Ju st look at what happened to Andre Ware, Akifi Sm ith, and in some people’s opinion, Michael Vick. Granted, there are whites that have failed, namely Ryan L e a f Tim Couch and Cade McNown. But I digress;Vince Young and the other young gunsneed to realize that they would not be quarterbacks i f  it weren’t  for the men ahead of them.These black quarterbacks need to real­ize who paved the way for them and helped them become college champions, Pro Bowlers and stars of the game.
Continued from  Page 28
a very good team in  T C N J. We played with a lot o f intensity in  the first hail) T C N J is the kind of earn that can »  otre a few goals very 
quickly."The Lions did ju st that. In the second half, the Lions roared out o f the gates and stole the momentum from the Red Hawks, sending a barrage o f shots toward M S I’s goalkeeper. Tepperman managed to slightly calm T C N J after making two outstandingN .’v err en-ss :lic b i s  ;■(, rkl uni b- tamed much longer T C N J dominated the second half, with goal* coming from for­ward Jam ie K u n kef forward Dana DiBruno, Nicole Papola and M elissa M artin, w ith an assist from Kristen Cubieeiotti,M SU ’s only shot of the second h alf proved to be a good one. N atalia Sisti scored the Red Hawks* only goat Sisti’s goal was ¡1 so a mam leading sixth o f the season.
ore high hopes for the future of this very young Red Hawk team. During Saturday’s gam e, there was only one senior starter, midfielder Maureen Shockley. Alongside her were three juniors, two sophomores ami ¡Ihfet» freshmen.
8  Wilson stated: ’’We always pride ourselves on. n >t using age as a  factor We are strut or 
m  few 1 . eiit.-u freshmen ike [Sc II eri Vge is not a factor on this team . I f  you’re good, you're good. And as for T C N J, we have played them twice in the N JA C  championship in past years. We will meet them again.”Ill At tin- end of the night, the Red Hawks' conference record dropped to 1-2 and their overall record to 2-5-1, while T C N J improved to (MW.B  Ilopefi.liv the Red Hawks can bring back the intensity they put forth in the first h alf of Saturdays game in order to get more wins | under their belt.1 The goal wins the first allowed by the T C N J Lions in an am azing (539 minutes of 1 2 Tplay during which they shut out their last MS U
to !h.. goal Stated * * *  0 1 T C N J
1 4
1
_5time of possession fin M8U  in the w  and ■ H E Mperiod was very sparse. 6TH GOAL OF SEASONEven though Women’s Soccer currently i K n w6 SAVES Monk lair Slate goalkeeper Leah ■ M att M cCullough I The Manu, laño dives after .1 «hol during SalurridV*- N)A( rnakh-l
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RED HAM  IM A
B l i s s  h a d  a n  89-y a r d  k i c k o f f  r e t u r n ,
WHICH PROVED TO BE TH E D IFFER EN C E IN 
TH E 2 7 -2 6  WIN VERSU S W ES LEY . H E  
WAS NAMED N J A C  SPEC IA L TEAMS  
PLAYER OF TH E W EEK .
Ryan McCoach 
Running  Back  - Football
McCoach had 32 c a r r ies, racking  
UP 137 RUSHING YARDS IN THE 
VICTORY AGAINST WESLEY.
N ick Mele
Goalkeeper  - Men ’s Soccer
Mele put in a  strong perfor­
m ance  WITH THREE 
PIVOTAL SAVES IN THE RED HAWKS 
2-1 LOSS VERSUS TCNJ.
How many games did Field Hockey win in a row
this season?
Last Week’s Answer
Red Hawk football has scored the majority o f  their points in the second quarter.
M W
NJAC
Rowan
Vest. Conn. 0-0
s a i g a
8 uff a lofStatefilSoT lg
Football
Overall
This Week
occer (Men)
NJAC 
3-0
Rutgers^amdenl^O
MSÜ 2 - | | J P
2-1
William Paterson 1 2  
Ramapo 0-1-1
Rutgers-Newark 0-1 
Richard Stockton; 0-3
^ S H R iRowan mM
This Week
occer (Women)
Overall-NJAC
2- 0-1
Rowaht./: f 2 -0  _i
Richard Stockton 1-0-1
W illiâ iïïfR a te r^ ^ E M
Rutgers-Camden 0-2-1 
Rutgers-Newark 0 - ^  
NJCU 0-2
This Week
Field Hockey
This Week9/28 @ T C N J, 7 p.m. 9/29 @ Rutgers-Cam den, 7 p.m . 10/3 vs M itchell College, 4 p.m . 9/29 vs. Rutgers-Cam den, 1 p.m . 9/29 vs. Widener, 1 p.m.10/2 vs. W illiam  Paterson, 7 p.m.
Last Week9/22-M S U  27, Wesley 26 Last Week9/22-M SU  1, T C N J 2 Last Week9/22 - M SU  1, T C N J 5 Last Week 9/21- M SU  1, Mohlenber 09/19- M SU  2,.W illiam  Paterson-0 t 9/25 -JM SU 2* T C N J 3
c  '
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W om en’ s Soccer Falls to TCNJ
Despite Sisti's Sixth Goal, Red Hawks Downed by No. 2 Lions At Home
Nelson DePasquale 
Assistant Sports EditorOn Saturday, Sept. 22, the M ontclair State University wom­en’s soccer team  played host to the u n d e fe a te d  T C N J Lions at Sprague Field.Coming into this conference match-up, the Red Hawks held a 2-4-1 record (1-1 in conference games) and were ranked number four in the con­ference in the 'preseason coaches’ poll, carrying the label of the “dark horse” team  in the N JA C .W hile the Red Hawks seem to be struggling to put together a win­ning season, the Lions boasted a 5-0-1 going into the game and had amazingly outscored their oppo­nents by a count of 22-1. These stats earned them the rank of first in the conference and second in all of Division III Women’s Soccer.A s one could have easily assumed, the Red Hawks had a tough time keeping up with the powerhouse Lions.Although the Lions dominated control of the ball for the entirety of the game (out-shooting M ontclair 16-2), the Red Hawks definitely had the game within grasp at the end of the first half. Goalkeeper
Leah Tepperman came up huge with some very impressive saves that proved to be vital in the first h a lf of the game. Tepperman would have- a total of six saves.Even though the Hawks gave a very good effort and stayed on pace with the Lions, the most valuable player in the first h a lf was MSLPs crossbar. When T C N J attacked the net early 'in  the first, the post rejected three shots in a row;These were very big breaks for the Red Hawks, which could have turned a 1-0 lead at the end of the first h a lf to a 4-0 lead. The. first h a lf s only goal came unassisted off the foot of Brittany M cGinely for T C N J.The rest of the first 45 minutes of play consisted mostly of posses­sion changes and a few opportuni­ties for the Red Hawks to score, including a breakaway by fresh­man forward Christyn Scilheri, but none were cashed in for goals.As the second period began and a gloomy fog descended onto the field, it seemed that M SU s chances of winning were lost in it.“The score at the end of the game doesn’t  reflect on our first h a lf per­formance,” said Peter W ilson, an assistant coach for M ontclair State. “We were playing very well against
Continued on page 26
The Montclarion in Saturday night'sMatt McCulloughRed Hawks Jennifer Kelleher and Maureen Shockley try to stop the TCNJ Lions from moving up the field 5-1 loss at Sprague Field
Harvey Named Women’s Baskehall Coach
Former Assistant Returns for 2007-2008 Season
Bobby Melok 
Sports Editor
Earlier this month, Montclair State women’s basketball coach Beth O’Boyle left the University to take an assistant coach posi­tion at Division I Canisius College.0 ’Boyle’s departure left the team Coach-less two months before their season starts on Nov. 16.The Athletic Department began a search to find a new coach shortly afterward. That search came to an end on Monday, when Karin Harvey was named the interim  coach of the Red Hawks. •Harvey comes to M ontclair from Drew University, where she coached the Rangers to their most « successfiil season in school history.However, Harvey is no stranger to the Red Hawk way of life. She spent two seasons as an assistant
w ith the women’s basketball team at M SU  before leaving for Drew in 2006. During those two seasons, she served as recruiting director for the program.Also, Harvey served as head coach of the M SU  volleyball team during the 2005-2006 school year. Under her tutelage, the volley­ball program turned into a con­tender in the New Jersey Athletic Conference.Harvey’s experience was a fac­tor in being selected as interim head coach. “Karin’s experience w ith the team  and the university are a plus for us to help ensure a smooth transition,” said Athletic Director Holly Gera.W hile only a handful of players w ill have been with the team long enough to remember Harvey’s first stint with the Red Hawks, a coach who knows the program w ill be
very helpful for the new players.Let it be noted that, as of now, Harvey is an interim coach, and according to Gera, Harvey w ill be the coach for the 2007-2008 sea­son.Beyond that, a search w ill be conducted at season’s end to find a permanent head coach. Could Harvey be that permanent coach? Yes, said Gera, “i f  Coach Harvey applies for the position and she is selected.”The 2007-2008 season w ill be very important for the women’s basketball team here at Montclair State..The players w ill have their hands fu ll trying to defend their E C A G  Metro Championship, and Karin Harvey w ill try to show that she is a prime candidate to lead Red Hawk women’s basketball into the future.
